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Letters should be sent with the writer’s name,

address and daytime phone number via email to

letters@alibi.com. They can also be faxed to (505)

256-9651. Letters may be edited for length and

clarity, and may be published in any medium; we

regret that owing to the volume of

correspondence we cannot reply to every letter.

Word count limit for letters is 300 words.

Airlines vs. the People

Dear Alibi,
An open letter to the President:
Last month’s shocking mother of all

customer service implosions at United Airlines
was decades in the making and presents a
unique opportunity for your administration to
bridge the political aisle and improve
commercial airline travel, put consumers first
and rebuke airline special interests.
Commercial aviation public policy
deliberation has historically been a bipartisan
effort. 
There are several Democratic Members of

Congress such as Senator Richard
Blumenthal—who just announced a Passenger
Bill of Rights—whose efforts to strengthen
consumer protections in recent years have
been blocked by a deep-pocketed army of
airline lobbyists. 
While United Airlines’ bumper-sticker

approach to cultural priorities might indicate
that it values its customers, that one airline
alone spent $41 million in recent years to
block consumer protections at the US
Department of Transportation, in federal court
and in Congress. The Flight 3411 nightmare
lays bare the bankrupt customer culture at the
US network carriers. 
Mr. President, can you imagine a guest

having checked into the Trump International
Hotel in Washington, D.C., and while
unpacking, a hotel security guard knocks on
the door and informs your guest that a more
important customer just arrived, and therefore,
the guestroom needs to be vacated? Upon
protesting, your guest is manhandled and
violently dragged like an animal out of his
guestroom into the service elevator, with a
bleeding broken nose, a concussion and
knocked out teeth, and deposited on the
loading dock. 
Of course, this would never happen at your

hotel or any guest-driven business. Some of
the world’s most customer-centric airlines
include Alaska Airlines, Azul, Emirates
Airline, Etihad Airways, JetBlue, Qatar
Airways, Singapore Airlines and Southwest
Airlines. Those airlines’ deep-rooted cultures
would never have allowed a guest to be treated
like 69-year-old Dr. David Dao was. At issue is
an ingrained cultural indifference toward the
customer that has worsened as the industry
consolidated in recent years. The major US
network airlines neither can nor want to fix
the problem. 
Importantly, Mr. President, Senator

Blumenthal’s bill would restore airline
passengers’ right to sue airlines for unfair or
deceptive practices. Such anti-consumer

practices can include price gouging,
withholding ancillary fee information from
travel agents, refusing to provide complete fare
and schedule information to online
metasearch sites, undisclosed fees, chronically
late flights, or health and safety risks. The
fundamental right to sue when financially
harmed holds market participants accountable
and discourages them from trampling upon
consumers’ interests and rights. 
I urge your administration to work with

Senator Blumenthal and other members of
Congress to reverse the grave decline in
service and respect for airline customers. It will
take a combination of stronger consumer
protections, the restoration of the right of
consumers and State Attorneys General to sue
airlines and increased domestic and foreign
airline new entry.
Thank you for all that you do in support of

great American jobs, robust competition and
the consumer.
-K. Mitchell, Business Travel Coalition

About a Door

Dear Alibi,
Once upon a time, in a house on Cedar Street,
lived a woman named Cindy McHone. She
befriended me, as she had many others, and
invited me into her house and into her life. I
stood at the door that first time, hesitant to
enter, unsure of what was inside. What I found
was life, music, food and love. Along with a
cast of characters over the years, including
artists and designers—like Missy Neal (former
Arts Editor at the Alibi) and Thomas Rudis
(who painted the door and later opened the
Golden West Café in Baltimore, MD);
musicians—Amy Clinkscales (local rocker
extraordinaire of Mother Death Queen), Jason
Daniello (another great singer/songwriter);
engineers—Nancy Musinski, Jason Casperson,
John Willow; landscape architects—Cindy
McHone, George Radnovich (Sites
Southwest); and many friends—Sandi
Radnovich, Ann Musinski, Martha Anderson. 
Time passed, and the friends grew apart and

moved on. The little house on Cedar Street
fell into disrepair, and it was time for it to
move on as well. Passing by one day, I was
struck by the juxtaposition of the words “Keep
Out” painted on the door with cheery
sunflowers. The house is gone now. But the
memories will live on.

Do I dare 

Disturb the universe? 

In a minute there is time 

For decisions and revisions which a minute will

reverse. 

For I have known them all already, known them all: 

Have known the evenings, mornings, afternoons, 

I have measured out my life with coffee spoons; 

I know the voices dying with a dying fall 

Beneath the music from a farther room.

-from “The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock,” T.S. Eliot
The moral of this tale is—open the door.

Disturb the universe. Because you never know
what magic lies behind it.
-L. Mazur a
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Dateline: Switzerland
A Swiss man has been convicted of
manslaughter after he disturbed a wasp’s nest
and one of the insects fatally stung a neighbor.
The man, who was not named in media reports,
was trying to remove a wasp’s nest from the
terrace of a friend’s home in the western Swiss
state of Geneva. The disturbed wasps swarmed
toward a couple on a neighboring terrace,
stinging them both. The woman was stung on
the head and arms but was otherwise unhurt.
The man, however, went into anaphylactic
shock and died two days later. The Federal
Court in Lausanne ruled that the would-be
exterminator should have taken precautionary
measures when removing the nest. The
defendant was convicted of involuntary
manslaughter and bodily injury and given a
conditional sentence of 90 days in jail. 

Dateline: Canada
McCain Foods Limited, a frozen foods
distribution company based out of
Florenceville, New Brunswick, Canada is
recalling bags of hash browns because they may
contain bits of golf ball. The frozen “Southern
style” hash browns are sold in nine states under
the Harris Teeter and Roundy’s brand names.
The company says “some golf ball materials”
may have been accidentally harvested with the
potatoes. McCain, which is one the largest
distributor of French fries and other potato-
based products in the world, says that eating the
hash browns in question could lead to choking.
So far, no injuries have been reported. The
recall affects two-pound bags sold in Harris
Teeter, Marianos, Metro Market and Pick ’n
Save supermarkets throughout the American
South and East. 

Dateline: South Dakota
A Sioux Falls man was arrested after he pushed
past police and firefighters so that he could
“save” his beer, which was trapped inside a
burning apartment building. As emergency
workers were treating building residents outside
a multifamily dwelling on the afternoon of
April 21, 56-year-old Michael Casteel tried to
reenter the building to retrieve beer from his
apartment. Casteel successfully rescued two
cans of Bud Ice Premium from the burning

Register Now at job-ready-hire.org
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and Much More!

Take FREE Core Score 
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building but was arrested when he came back
outside. A police spokesperson described
Casteel’s beer run as “poor judgment.” Casteel
was charged with obstructing a firefighter or law
enforcement official and was booked into the
Minnehaha County Jail. According to state
records, Casteel was arrested just last month for
drunk driving and several misdemeanor charges,
including threatening a law enforcement
officer. He also has a 2016 conviction for drunk
driving on his record. What can we say? The
man loves his beer.

Dateline: Michigan
A village clerk in western Michigan has
apologized to a couple after she sent them a
water bill addressed to “Annette Tolis and the
Asshole Who Lives Here Too.” “I’m 99.9
percent sure I’m the asshole she’s referring too,”
Kevin Barthel told WXMI-TV. The couple said
Augusta village clerk Julie Glenn was
apparently angry because they had left her a
note concerning their frustration that she was
never in her office to help them pay their water
bill in person. “I made an inappropriate
comment on your bill that was highly
unprofessional,” Glenn’s apology letter—which
was personally delivered by the village’s police
chief—read. “I am truly sorry and embarrassed
by my actions and I assure you that it will never
happen again.” Glenn was suspended for at least
two weeks without pay after the incident, but
Tolis and Barthel say the want to see harsher
consequences, especially since the clerk
repeatedly denied sending the vulgar letter. 

Dateline: Florida
Undercover deputies arrested a man accused of
importing three pieces of pottery covered in
$600,000 worth of methamphetamine The Polk
County Sheriff’s Office announced in a press
release that 30-year-old Omar Palencia of
Davenport was charged with trafficking in meth
over 400 grams, possession of drug
paraphernalia and several other counts after he
delivered three pieces of pottery “all of which
were coated with a dried powdered/crystalline
paste made of methamphetamine.” Palencia
allegedly had the items shipped from Mexico to
Florida with the intent of “cooking” the meth
out of the pottery. The total weight of the meth
concealed in the pottery was estimated to be 10
kilos. When detectives placed Palencia under
arrest, he had two pieces of broken pottery in
his pocket, which he told detectives were for his
personal use. Palencia was booked into Polk
County Jail without bond. a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird news

to devin@alibi.com.
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Four days of cycling events for avid and 

casual riders, bike builders, craft beer 

drinkers and music lovers.

BIKES, BEER & BEYOND

OUTSIDE BIKE & BREW
FESTIVAL RETURNS
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Featured Events: 
• Caja del Rio Gravel Grinder

• Women’s Bike Clinics 

• Santa Fe Century & Gran Fondo 

• Tour de Brewer & Tour de Brunch

• La Tierra Poker Ride

• Hand Crafted Bike Show

• Friday & Saturday Beer Gardens

Live Music:

Orgone, May 18

Hello Dollface, May 20
$20 Locals Pass for Fri. & Sat. concerts/beer 
gardens available at Santa Fe Whole Foods
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NEWS | COUNCIL WATCH

Al Hurricane, Taser and TIDDs
Council considers quality concerns

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

S
parse citizen attendance greeted the
Albuquerque City Council at its May 1
regular meeting. Council President Isaac

Benton was excused, leaving the gavel to Vice
President Brad Winter. Winter, an experienced
city politician, is known for running tight
meetings, and this one was no exception. It
was done and gone in just over two hours.

La Flor de las Flores
Emotion filled the room when the

Godfather of New Mexico music took the
podium. Al Hurricane Sr., was honored with a
proclamation naming the stage and existing
buildings at Civic Plaza after him. Through
tears, 80-year-old Alberto Nelson “Hurricane”
Sanchez Sr. thanked Albuquerque, thanked
New Mexico and thanked his family. Then he
said his cancer has progressed and he doesn’t
know how long he will be around. “Life is very
short; through your music you will live
forever,” Councilor Klarissa Peña said. Al
Hurricane and his extended family have been
making New Mexico music for over 60 years.
Al Sr., a 1954 graduate of Albuquerque High
School, was a regular performer on the
nationally syndicated “Val De La O” television
show. He and members of his large, talented
family have performed across the globe and
recorded dozens of albums. His mother gave
him the nickname “Hurricane” because when
he was little, he was like a hurricane, always
knocking things over. Councilor Ken Sanchez
invited everybody out to Civic Plaza this
Sunday, May 7, from noon to 5pm to honor
the elder troubadour and to enjoy an
afternoon of New Mexico roots music.

Maybe You
Jeff Thomas, from Southwest Care Center,

spoke to the Council about a public health
challenge baby boomers might not even know
they have to face. Thomas said hepatitis C
symptoms can be mild or non-existent, and
many may not know they have it for decades.
This is why he is reaching out to those born
between 1945 and 1965 to get an easy finger
stick test. He said there are treatment options
available that are showing a 95 percent cure
rate for hepatitis C in most people. Thomas
said the state health department estimates at
least 50,000 people in New Mexico have hep
C, far outnumbering the approximately 4,000
people dealing with HIV. “Hep C is a public
health challenge and it disproportionately
effects minorities,” Thomas said. For more
information on hep C testing, contact
Southwest Care Center at 505-989-8200.

Seniors We Know
Councilor Don Harris gave a well-deserved

shout out to Ginger Grossette and Gay Blech
who for 35 years have been the engines behind
the A Senior I Know essay contest held by
Albuquerque Public Schools and the city.
Grossette was an administrator at the city’s
senior affairs department and Blech was a
teacher at APS. The contest promotes
relationships between elementary students and
senior citizens in their lives. Students write
short essays about an elder who inspires them.
Every student that enters gets a certificate and
a coupon for something cool from a
participating merchant. “They are fabulous,
they make you laugh, and they make you cry,”
Grossette said about the roughly 5,000 short
essays the young writers submit every year. For
more information visit the city’s essay contest
page. 

Taser Millions
On a 5-3 vote, Councilors approved more

money for use in conjunction with Taser
International. This time, they moved on a
$4.4 million, five-year contract with Taser to
provide 2,000 body cameras for police officers
along with data cloud storage. The approval is
not without controversy. The state Attorney
General’s office is still investigating a 2013, $2
million, no-bid contract with the company.
This is due to conflict of interest allegations
surrounding former Police Chief Ray Schultz,
who took a consulting job with Taser while
still drawing a paycheck from the city. The
second-place company, Utility Associates,
filed a protest over the recent contract award,
but the city’s procurement officer tossed the
complaint out. Councilor Dan Lewis said there
were many red flags raised by that
administrative action. Meanwhile, Chief
Administrative Officer Rob Perry defended
the contract, saying it is needed for the police
department to be in compliance with the
Department of Justice mandates and they
should not throw stones. Lewis countered,
telling the Council there was enough
controversy surrounding this company and he
doesn’t think they are just throwing stones.

Stepping Up
Several Burqueños were approved for spots

on various boards and commissions. These
include: Ms. Margaret Lopez to the Housing
and Neighborhood Economic Development
Committee; Ms. Sacheen Smith to the
Americans with Disabilities Act Advisory
Council; Mr. Jesse A. Lopez to the Housing
and Neighborhood Economic Development
Committee; Ms. Ramona Tafoya to the Old
Town Portal Market Advisory Board; Mr.
Idelir H. Mack to the Joint Air Quality Board
and Ms. Renee Conklin to the Arts Board. Mr.
Mack was present at the meeting and got a
shout out from Councilor Don Harris.

New Tax District
Councilors approved the Lower Petrogylphs

Tax Increment Development District. This
TIDD’s use is restricted to building a medical
campus roughly at 118 Street and Unser on
the city’s far West Side. Western Albuquerque
Land Holdings LLC and Presbyterian Health
Services are in the early stages of planning for
a medical center projected to be built within
five years on a 56-acre parcel. The TIDD
should generate about $64 million over the
next 20 or so years for infrastructure
improvements needed to sustain a large
medical facility. Councilors were not in
support of the collected tax money being used
to fund retail development and were assured
that strict deed restrictions say the money can
only be used for a medical complex. If the
hospital does not get built, then the money
reverts to the city’s general fund.

Next Time
Councilors deferred a measure asking voters

to impose an additional two cents per gallon
gasoline tax to fund the rehabilitation of city
transportation systems. This will be taken up
at the June 5 meeting. Also deferred, but only
until the May 15 meeting is a measure to
amend the city’s humane and ethical animal
rules and treatment (HEART) ordinance,
approval of an adjustment to the budget to
provide money to buy property for an
affordable transitional housing/behavioral
health services project in collaboration with
Bernalillo County, and another bill to increase
funding for affordable housing projects. a
Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 

Monday, May 15, 5 pm

Council Chambers in the basement of City Hall

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEE

Martinez Calls For Tax Reform at
Special Session
The battle between the New Mexico
Legislature and Gov. Susana Martinez over
state funds continued last week when the
governor announced she will be adding tax
reform to the agenda of the upcoming special
session as well as the approval of a spending
plan. Last month, Martinez told the Legislature
that she would be scheduling a special session
before the fiscal year ends on June 30 to
renegotiate their proposed $6.1 billion budget,
which called for a $350 million tax increase to
balance oil revenue losses suffered by the
state. Martinez subsequently line-item vetoed
much of the plan, prompting the Legislature to
file a lawsuit against her, claiming the vetoes
were unconstitutional. Last Thursday, in a
speech given by the governor at the annual
conference of the New Mexico Tax Research
Institute at the Sandia Resort & Casino in
Albuquerque, she told onlookers that an
overhaul of the state’s gross receipts tax laws
was being added to the special session’s
agenda. She said she wants to see the
elimination of many gross receipts tax
exemptions, credits and deductions in state
statutes. The governor has yet to set a date for
the special session, which is expected to cost
$50,000 per day.

APS Reverses Sports Cuts
Following criticism of their decision to cut the
sports programs of the district’s middle
schools, Albuquerque Public Schools
announced last week that although middle
school sports will “look a little different” next
year, the district is working with school officials
and community partners on a plan that will
keep competitive sports programs in place for
another year. School officials warned that
budgetary constraints would remain, however,
affecting equipment, uniforms, schedules and
supplies. The shortfalls also mean the district
will be looking for other sources of revenue,
including possibly charging admission for
middle school competitions, looking for event
sponsors and working with community
partners. Last month, APS administrators
proposed removing intramural sports
completely due to a $26 million budget
shortfall. Gov. Martinez’ office criticized the
proposal, saying the district has tens of millions
of dollars in savings and that the proposed
policy change was politically driven. The New
Mexico Public Education Department also
disapproved of the proposed cuts, and released
a statement that criticized APS spending,
claiming that the district spends $1.6 million on
lobbyists and publicists each year. Some of the
APS board members had also spoken out
against the plan, including Peggy Muller-
Aragón, who told the Albuquerque Journal that
there were many other areas where cuts could
be made that wouldn’t negatively affect
students, like cellphone bills or attorney fees.
APS is projecting a 2 percent cut for K-12
education during the upcoming special session.
Its operating budget is $698 million. The APS
board will be voting on the final budget on May
22. PED will review the plan in early June. a
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NEWS | NM POLITICAL REPORT

BY LAURA PASKUS

T
his spring has alrveady been a busy one for

water managers. The Rio Grande and its

acequias and irrigation ditches are

currently full and forecasters predict more

snow for the mountains this weekend. Unlike

many years over the past two decades, when

water managers wondered how to spread out

water deliveries to farmers and growers so

everyone made it through the growing season,

this year the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy

District (MRGCD) is watching for a different

problem, one born of high water levels—the

pressure on levees.

“It’s feast or famine,” said Mike Hamman,

chief engineer of the district, which delivers

water to irrigators from Cochiti Dam to

Bosque del Apache Wildlife Refuge.

It’s also election season in the district.

Hamman’s bosses are the seven members of

the MRGCD board of directors. This year,

voters will decide who occupies four of those

seats. Absentee voting began this week, and

election day is June 6.

The district includes just 86,000 eligible

voters, only 7 percent of whom turned out for

the 2015 election. But the district’s impacts

are felt throughout the entire Middle Rio

Grande Valley. Even people who don’t rely on

water deliveries for irrigation benefit from the

Bosque, the greenbelt and paths that flank the

Rio Grande through the valley, said Hamman.

“Our mission used to be to deliver water

and keep the system maintained, provide flood

control, and protection and drainage for the

valley,” he said. “We’ve expanded our mission

to include ecological and endangered species

goals and requirements, as well as what I

consider the quality of life component—there

are many other folks who enjoy living in the

valley and don’t necessarily irrigate.”

Eight years ago, an MRGCD election led to

some significant changes in the district.

At that time, the chief engineer had been

there for about three decades. “It was a one-

man show,” said Adrian Oglesby, a water

attorney who was first elected to the board in

2009. “If you had difficulties dealing with that

one man, everything just stopped.” Oglesby

and three other candidates, including the

Pueblo of Sandia’s Derrick Lente—who is now

a state representative—came onto the board

and made a push for changes. Perhaps the

biggest change was looking for a new chief

engineer. Ultimately, the board hired

Hamman, who had been working as the

Albuquerque Area Manager for the US Bureau

of Reclamation.

“The motivation was to professionalize the

management of the district, make sure it was

being run with integrity and make sure it was

customer-oriented and fiscally sound,” said

Oglesby, who since 2014 had directed the

Utton Transboundary Resources Center at the

University of New Mexico’s School of Law.

“We also wanted to make sure it was

environmentally and socially responsible and

that employees were being treated right.” The

district employs more than 200 people,

including clerks, accountants, ditch riders,

equipment operators and scientists. On the

board, Oglesby said he wanted to make sure

the district was in good hands for the future

and that it had strong relationships with the

six pueblos within the district. He also wanted

to make sure that environmental stewardship

became “part of the DNA and the core

mission of the district, as opposed to

something that’s a frustration they had to deal

with.” That may become increasingly

important now that a new process is in place

for how the valley’s water managers, including

the district, deal with endangered species.

Last year, the US Fish and Wildlife Service,

which enforces the federal Endangered Species

Act, decided that water operations in the

Middle Rio Grande are not jeopardizing the

survival of a rare fish, the two-inch-long

silvery minnow. For the past 15 years, the US

Bureau of Reclamation and the district had to

hustle to keep some water in certain stretches

of the river for the fish. Now, they won’t have

legal flow requirements. Instead, they’re

supposed to monitor fish populations,

supplement their numbers with fish raised in

hatcheries if necessary and do things like build

fish passage structures on certain diversions in

the Rio Grande.

“Good management of the district benefits

everyone,” Oglesby said. “It improves

economic and lifestyle values in Albuquerque,

and spreads that out across the state.” That is,
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the district doesn’t only impact farmers. Its

water operations affect everything from

ecosystems to real estate values. Through

conservation, the district has a role in making

sure New Mexico meets its water delivery

obligations to Texas, he said, and irrigated

agriculture is a core part of the state’s

economic engine. So is preservation of the

Bosque. People’s real estate values depend on

the Bosque, he said, using the Village of

Corrales as an example. Property values on the

Bosque side of the main drag are tens of

thousands of dollars higher per acre than on

the other side.

This year, Oglesby isn’t running for the

board again. And his replacement, Joaquín

Baca, is running unopposed. Baca grew up in

Belen and served almost six years in the US

Army, on active duty and as part of the New

Mexico National Guard. Having grown up in a

community where the Rio Grande and the

Bosque are so important, Baca said he was

shocked to see the river when he was stationed

in El Paso. “The Rio Grande is dead in El

Paso,” he said. “I grew up along the Bosque,

developing that sense of place, attachment,

understanding. To then go to a place where it’s

dead, where you don’t even step into it, that

had a profound effect on me.” And so did

being deployed to the Middle East.

After the Army, he went back to school

and studied hydrology, geology and

environmental science. Today, he works as a

hydrologist for the US Fish and Wildlife

Service. His duties are focused in Arizona,

Oklahoma, Texas and northern New Mexico,

he said, and not in areas within the district’s

jurisdiction. He said that if elected to the

board, he would recuse himself from voting on

any federal contracts. But he’d still be able to

offer advice and implement existing

agreements. “I’ve always wanted to be a part of

the MRGCD,” Baca said. “Since I’m a

hydrologist, if I’m going to give back to my

community this is the opportunity for me to do

that, positively and credibly.”

The other seats up for election this year are

competitive. In Bernalillo County, those

candidates include Karen Dunning and Pat

McCraw, and in Socorro County, James Lee

Martin and Valerie Moore. In Sandoval

County, Derrick Lente is facing a challenge

from Orlando Lucero. For more information

on ballots and voting locations, visit

mrgcd.com. a

Laura Paskus used to write a water bulletin for the

Utton Center in 2012 and 2013. She currently

writes for NM Political Report. Read more of their

stories at nmpoliticalreport.com.

MRGCD Board is Up For Election
The year’s most important election you didn’t know about

“We’ve expanded our

mission to include

ecological and

endangered species

goals and

requirements”

—MIKE HAMMAN
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Chicanos who went to a shitty public school

and have two parents with grade-school

educations in Mexico and work three jobs to

barely make rent in a one-bedroom they share

with two other families teach your

overachieving ass a bit about life—you might

be surprised what you learn, if your arrogance

allows it. PS, nice of you to assimilate so much

into America that you’re using the same

Yellow Peril bullshit rhetoric gabachos used

against the Chinese back in the day—progress!

Dear Mexican: I’m a

gabacho who, by virtue of

my Mexican stepfather, has a

Mexican last name.

Ironically enough, while

my fellow gabachos never

bother me about this, I get

grief from Mexicans all

the time. It usually

happens in service

situations where I’m paying

with a credit card that reveals

my family name. In these cases,

Mexicans waiters and cashiers will

frequently subject me to such indignities as

having me produce multiple forms of ID,

interrogating me as to my genealogy or

glaring cruelly at my blond-haired, blue-eyed

daughter and pointing out the obvious: “She

doesn’t look like a Mexican!” The way I see

it, I’m a perfect example of 21st-century

ethnic diversity, but the Mexicans treat me

and my beautiful familia like turds floating

in their gene pool. ¿Por que? In college, my

left-leaning professors had us all convinced

that only gabachos were capable of racism

and prejudice. I’m starting to think they

might have been wrong. 

—Burrito With Imitation Bean Filling

Dear Gabacho: Of course Mexicans can be

racist—look how we treat Guatemalans—so

why are you surprised? Because a leftist

professor told you otherwise? Leftist professors

also write eloquently and incisively, but you

sure didn’t pick up on that …  a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net.

Be his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter

@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: What do you think of the

affirmative action in the education

system? I know the politicians and

educators deny this, but we all know it’s

happening. All the yellow and white kids

have to work their asses off to gain

admittance in a competitive school like

UCLA or UC Berkeley. With

Mexicans, all you’ve got to do

is beat or match the average

whitey or chino, and you’re

there! School officials argue

this is to help the

minorities reach the top.

Well, hello, you wabs are

hardly minorities in the

US. According to recent

Census forecasts, you

guys will be the majority

in a couple of years! And

with the rate at which you

guys have sex without birth

control, we could be looking at

next year!

—La China de Garbage Grove

Dear Chinita: The Mexican has always

opposed race-based affirmative action, because

studies have long shown gabachas benefit from

such programs the most, not racial and ethnic

minorities. I favor a class-conscious approach:

the son of a third-generation Kentucky coal

miner deserves financial aid and opportunities

more than some fresa whose family owns agave

fields in Los Altos de Jalisco, you know? That

said, your complaint is just as racist as you say

affirmative action is. It’s based on a false

premise that Mexicans who benefit from

affirmative action somehow don’t work as hard

as Asian Americans who aren’t eligible. And

you know this how? You don’t. The straw man

used by affirmative action opponents that

stupid Mexican and black students are taking

college slots away from deserving Asian

Americans is Trumpism at its finest—take a

“model” minority and use them to bash others.

I don’t run a university, but my understanding

of why administrators want diversity is that

they want coeds to learn alongside a

representation of all America, not just elites

and eggheads. So let the undocumented

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF MAY 4-10

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAYMAY 4 FRIDAYMAY 5

SATURDAYMAY 6 SUNDAYMAY 7

ALLIES UNITE!

Hey you—human! I command you to go learn about how to help your
fellow people. On Thursday, May 4, from 6-7:30pm, assemble with
others of your species at the Albuquerque Convention Center (on the
east side) to educate yourself about “the realities facing immigrant
New Mexicans and discover what you can do to help preserve families.”
Speakers will include Attorney General of New Mexico Hector Balderas,
Deputy Consul at the Consulado de México en Albuquerque Maxaira
Baltazar, Executive Director of Faith Coalition for Immigrant Justice
Justin Remer-Thamert and more. The moderator will be Alejandro
Contreras from Telemundo. Be there to support local immigrants.
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER 401 SECOND STREET NW, 6 TO 8PM alibi.com/v/4vu3.

(Renée Chavez) a

BLACK MAGICK

I once saw David Copperfield make the Empire State Building
disappear for a few seconds. It made me ill. I don’t know how he did
it, but I’m sure it involved a malefic deal with a devil of some sort. It
scared the hell out of me. So, you can imagine my misgivings when I
heard about The Illusionists: Live From Broadway coming to ABQ.
The very idea of coming face to face with the devilish stars of the
record-breaking show chills my blood. Where did they get their dark
powers from? Who are they serving? How do so many quarters get
stuck in my ears? Find out the answers this Thursday, May 4, at
Popejoy Hall. Tickets for the all-ages show start at $35, but how
much does it cost your soul, huh? POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL NE, 7:30PM

alibi.com/v/4ksw. (Joshua Lee) a

LAUGHTER THERAPY

Comedians Stephanie Miller, John Fugelsang and
Frangela comprise the ranks of the Sexy Liberal
Resistance Tour, coming to the KiMo Theatre this
Saturday, May 6. Equal parts lament, celebration of
fighting the good fight and earnest discussion, this
show promises a “rainbow blend of the America that is
great now.” Tickets for this extended laugh therapy
session start at $50, and the doors swing open at
7:15pm. KIMO THEATRE 423 CENTRAL NW, 8 TO 10PM

alibi.com/v/4u32. (Maggie Grimason) a

NOTHING THAT IS SO, IS SO

Get a chance to see Shakespeare as he would have wanted it, in a bar amongst the people. Duke City Repertory
is performing Bard Crawl: Twelfth Night in different bars around town, with no director, little rehearsing but full
of entertainment and heart. On Sunday, May 7, you can catch them at Bow & Arrow Brewing Co. from 2pm-
4pm for free as well as Saturday at Nexus or May 13 at Boxing Bear. A classic comedy of errors, mistaken
identity and unrequited love, Shakespeare’s play is sure to translate well in a cozy setting. Bring cash to tip the
bartenders and the players, and leave the disguises to the actors. BOW & ARROW BREWING 608 MCKNIGHT NW, 1:30 TO
4:30PM alibi.com/v/4wdv. (Taylor Grabowsky) a

TRAVEL WELL AND ARRIVE

In a few weeks your dear old friends here at Weekly Alibi will be doing a roundup of our favorite in-state
destinations for the Day Tripper issue—until then, if you’re looking for a getaway before we can share our plethora
of travel deets, you can’t miss the state-encompassing travel exhibition, New meXpo! at Anderson-Abruzzo
Albuquerque International Balloon Museum this Sunday, May 7. From 10am to 6pm and for just $0-$5, you
can browse over 50 destination booths, enjoy live entertainment, storytelling, food trucks, a beer garden,
marketplace, activities for the whole family and much more. In conjunction with this event, there will be a job fair
for gigs in the travel and tourism sphere—which gets you into New MeXpo for free, for your information. As if that
weren’t enough, folks 21 and older can participate in a scavenger hunt with a reward of $500 in cold, hard cash.
The first 1,000 folks interested in participating will receive a “passport” and when completed, return it back to
the wonderful people running this Sunday afternoon layover to process and pick a winner. ANDERSON-ABRUZZO

ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL BALLOON MUSEUM 9201 BALLOON MUSEUM NE, 10AM TO 6PM alibi.com/v/4tar. (Rini Grammer) a

SEXY SAVES

Top-off Free Comic Book Day this Saturday, May 6, by seeing some super grrrls at Launchpad. Guiding you
through this sexy American dream world known as Comic Book Grrrls beginning at 8pm will be none other than
Jesse James Finley. This night of nrrrdlesque features Dangrrr Doll, the twisted beauty of burlesque straight out
of New York City, as well as Lola Couquette (Portland), Taryn Garters (Tucson), Evangeline Cain (Colorado
Springs), Parker Go Peep (Denver), and local favorites like Annie O’Roar, Godiva Bleu, Mischa Miscoff, Perla Foxxx
and more. Additionally, there will be a cosplay contest (sign up ahead of time online via our event page) and a
photo booth available for all over 21 so long as you have paid $10 before hand or $15 at the door. LAUNCHPAD
618 CENTRAL SW, 8PM alibi.com/v/4vb4. (Rini Grammer) a

THE BIG FIVE-FIVE

Instead of being a tequila-swilling, taco-binging ignoramus on this
Cinco de Mayo, head over to the South Broadway Cultural Center from
6-8pm on Friday, May 5, for a fantastico fiesta featuring music, dance
and history. Ballet Folklorico Fiesta Mexicana will show off their
beautiful moves and colorful costumes, and Mariachi Buenaventura—
New Mexico’s super talented, first all-female mariachi band—will
provide the tunes. A presentation on the historical origins of Cinco de
Mayo will be presented by Teresa Carpy, the administrator of cultural
affairs with the Consulado de México en Albuquerque. ¡Oralé! It’s going
to be a good time. SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 1025 BROADWAY SE, 6 TO
8PM alibi.com/v/4sgb. (Renée Chavez) a
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THURSDAY MAY 4
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER Town Hall on
Immigration. Discuss the policies and realities of immigration
in N.M. and learn about volunteering opportunities to support
immigrant families. 401 Second Street NW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES!
249-9225. alibi.com/v/4vu3. See Event Horizon.

LEARN
CNM WORKFORCE TRAINING CENTERConnect to Success. Discuss
state incentives for existing businesses, New Mexico labor laws and
more. 5600 Eagle Rock NE. 8am-noon. 321-9775. alibi.com/v/4vhe.

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Science on Tap. Eat, drink and talk
science with a local scientist who discusses their work.
4310 Central SE. 5:30-6:30pm. 224-8320. alibi.com/v/4w9m.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Explore Your Options.
Information session for prospective students and their families.
6401 Richards. 6-8pm. 428-1000. alibi.com/v/4vt7.

SELF SERVE Going Down Like a Pro: Tips for Pleasuring the V. This
class is for anyone who has a vag in their life and wants to show it
some oral love. Sterilized toys for practicing provided. 3904 Central SE.
$15-$20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/4v3p.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Adult Flamenco Intro Classes.
Train in flamenco and gain the tools to advance through the program.
1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4ogt.

GITANA GARAGE STUDIO Flamenco Class. Develop beautiful
arms and footwork rhythms with flamenco music. 225 Hermosa NE.
$10. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 544-9804. alibi.com/v/4slo.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Basics For The Beginner.
Fundamental skills that set a strong foundation for understanding
this timeless dance. 7-8pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4rli. Also, Bachata.
Learn about the basics of this Latin dance and Dominican music.
8-9pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4rn0. Also, Body Movement and
Isolation. Explore a variety of movements while focusing on
control, balance and strength. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 9-10:15pm.
13+. 268-1558. alibi.com/v/4roh.

MANZANO MESA MULTI-GEN CENTERWise Women Belly Dance.
Perform basic techniques of this ancient dance. 501 Elizabeth SE.
$5-$10. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 280-3638. alibi.com/v/4fpz.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. An aerobic dance class
set to hip-hop, soca, samba, salsa, merengue and mambo music.
3215 Central NE. $5. 5:25-6:25pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881.
alibi.com/v/4n2t.

STUDIO SWAY 5Rhythms Sweat. Learn about movement meditation.
1100 San Mateo NE. $13. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 847-5860. alibi.com/v/4uf0.

FRIDAY MAY 5
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Cinco de Mayo. Ballet
Folklorico Fiesta Mexicana and Mariachi Buenaventura performs
followed by a presentation on the history of Cinco de Mayo.
1025 Broadway SE. 6-8pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/4sgb. See
Event Horizon.

KIDS
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Children’s Day at the Botanic
Garden. Fly huge carp-shaped streamers outside the Japanese
garden house and view display dolls of famous warriors and
other heroes inside. 2601 Central NW. $0-$13. 10am-2pm.
768-2000. alibi.com/v/4ubk.

EXPLORA! Explora Sensory-Friendly Hours. Children with special
needs and their families are provided a sensory friendly envi-
ronment to safely enjoy the musuem. Attendance limited to 150
people. Go online to view the sensory map. 1701 Mountain NW.
$4-$8. 6-8pm. 224-8300. alibi.com/v/4w9i.

LEARN
UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING Russia: 100 Years
Later. Learn about the lasting impacts of the Russian Revolution
on the world and the country itself. 1634 University NE. $15-$20.
3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 856-7277. alibi.com/v/4vp9.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
CERRILLOS HILLS STATE PARK, Cerrillos Moon Hike. Hike and
learn interesting lunar facts, folklore and enjoy close-up views
of the moon through a spotting scope. Santa Fe County Rd 59.
$5. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 474-0196. alibi.com/v/4v57.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ECKANKAR CENTER Beyond Meditation: Community HU Chant.
Chant HU, a once secret name for God. 2501 San Pedro NE.
6-6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 265-7388. alibi.com/v/4u0r.

Calendar | Community

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
GITANA GARAGE STUDIO Flamenco Class. 225 Hermosa NE.
$10. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing.

SANDOVAL COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, Rio Rancho
Sandoval County Veterans Outreach. Veternas learn about all
the nuances and complicated details regarding VA and state
veterans benefits. Bring your DD-214 form. 1500 Idalia. 1-4pm.
18+. 383-2414. alibi.com/v/4rsk.

SATURDAY MAY 6
CORRALES INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 12th Annual Running Of
The Tractors. See over 30 vintage tractors and 100 classic cars,
plus enjoy food trucks, hay rides and more. 3821 Singer NE.
8:30am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 270-5015. alibi.com/v/4w4f.

FOUND ON 4TH, Los Ranchos North Valley Spring Pop-Up. Enjoy
artisan vendors, gardening tips, information about local organ-
izations, postcard making, chair massage and more. 8909 Fourth
Street NW. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 508-2207. alibi.com/v/4v7r.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Beekeeping Basics. Learn some
of the basic concepts and materials needed to get started in
beekeeping from a master beekeeper. 3407 Juan Tabo NE. 2-3pm.
ALL-AGES! 291-6260. alibi.com/v/4u7j.

THE SOURCE May Spring Fair. Gifts, arts and crafts, activities
for kids, gardening tips and more. 1111 Carlisle SE. 10am-6pm.
ALL-AGES! 265-5900. alibi.com/v/4uy3.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Family Art
Workshop. Create art with your family. 2000 Mountain NW. $1-$4.
1-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/4tdo.

CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Baby Flamenco Classes.
This class utilizes techniques to develop rhythm and coordination
for beginning flamenco dancers, ages 3-5 years old. 10-11am.
alibi.com/v/4oj9. Also, Child Intro to Flamenco Classes. A basic
introduction to the skills and processes of flamenco that prepare
students to advance through the curriculum. 1620 Central SE.
11am-noon. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4oip.

MAMA’S MINERALS Kids Rock Geology Class. Kids learn basic
concepts of geologic time, the rock cycle, types of rocks while they
learn about beautiful crystals, minerals, fossils and stones. 800 20th
Street NW. 10-11am. ALL-AGES! 266-8443. alibi.com/v/4uon.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Vamos al Museo.
Families get a museum tour focused on an art form, source inspi-
ration, artist or type of material. Following the tour, the whole
family can create their own artwork. Reservation recommended.
1701 Fourth Street SW. 10:30am-noon. ALL-AGES! 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/4w4l.

NORTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Leap Into Science Family
Workshop. Move from station to station exploring and investigating
activities related to magnetism. 7704 Second Street NW. 2-3pm.
897-8823. alibi.com/v/4u7i.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Kids Variety Show. This kid-
created show features dance, music, comedy and theater.
210 Yale SE. 1-2pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/4pti.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Children’s Book Week: Storytime. Local
authors Karen Glinski and Caroline Starr Rose read from their books
Danger at the Rodeo and Stranded at Sheep Camp. 5850 Eubank NE.
1-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/4v7c.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Global Youth
Santa Fe Program Info Session. Learn about the program
promoting tolerance, understanding and building community.
6401 Richards. 9am-4:45pm. 428-1637. alibi.com/v/4uy7.

TECHNOLOGY INTERGRATION GROUP Saturday Studio: Lights,
Camera, Action. Students direct, write and set design a miniature
movie set. Then, using a cast of Legos, create a short, stop-motion
film. 2731 Broadway NE, Ste F. $15. 10am-1pm. 843-7587.
alibi.com/v/4tmj.

UNM JOHNSON FIELDMarch For Babies Walk. Families participate
in the superhero sprint, families walk through the butterfly memorial
garden and then join the remembrance ceremony. 2705 Central NE.
10am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES! 933-6424. alibi.com/v/4swc.

LEARN
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS, Edgewood
Sixth Annual Self-Reliance Fair. Learn about fermentation, vermi-
culture, composting, bee keeping, construction, permaculture,
raising livestock and more ways to be self reliant. 18 Edgewood
7. 9am-3pm. ALL-AGES! 604-1342. alibi.com/v/4v5j.

LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio RanchoChaco and Chocolate.
Discover the delicious history of chocolate at Chaco Canyon with the
archaeologist who discovered it, Patricia L. Crown. 755 Loma
Colorado NE. 10:30-11:30am. 18+. 891-5013. alibi.com/v/4vgs.

YOGA ART SPACE Success Planning Workshop. Learn how to be
productive, use time wisely and more. 8338 Comanche NE. $50.
8:30am-12:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/4vgt.

Compiled by Megan Reneau and Taylor Grabowsky. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

 • road trip ! •
Celebrate New Mexico’s Music & History !

New Mexico Culture2 is a Department of Cultural Affairs initiative

produced by AMP Concerts

Events are FREE!  For RESERVATIONS and INFORMATION:

ampconcerts.org/tag/NMC2

Bring a Chair  •  Come prepared for any weather!

Food will be available for purchase

Free Concerts

at New Mexico Historic Sites

New Mexico Culture2 presents

Saturday, May 27 • 10 am – 3 pm

Coronado Historic Site

Reggae by the River with

NATIVE ROOTS

 

MORE FREE CONCERTS
COMING UP

June 24 • San Juan Day

Lincoln Historic Site

September 17 • Apple Harvest Festival

Los luceros historic property

Memorial Day Weekend

Sunday, May 28 • 10 am – 3 pm

Jemez Historic Site

Jammin! in Jemez with

DDAT

Enjoy site-specifi c programs in stunning outdoor settings

while experiencing New Mexico’s fascinating history

Saturday, May 13

10 am – 10 pm

Bosque Redondo

2nd Annual Bosque Redondo Gourd Dance:
Healing the Past for Our Children’s Future. 

JOE TOHONNIE JR. and the

WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE CROWN DANCERS at dusk
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Behind the Woman in Gold
Featuring Peter Altmann

Join Peter Altmann as he takes 
us “Behind the Woman in Gold.” 
Peter, son of Maria Altmann, who 
famously took on the Austrian 
government to regain the artwork 
that was stolen from her family during 
WWII, will be speaking on the difference between the 
Hollywood version in the 2015 film, Woman in Gold, starring 
Helen Mirren, and the reality for his family during  
the decades-long legal battle.

New Mexico

Exclusive Engagment / Fundaiser at The Lensic
Thursday, June 8, 2017  • Talk  • Film Screening  • Q & A

• VIP Reception $75 (5pm)  • General Admission $35 (6pm)
• Tickets: Lensic.org or 505-988-1234  • More info: ARTsmartNM.org

AND... Don’t forget to EAT your way through Santa Fe’s best galleries 
sampling food from the city’s best restaurants! ARTsmart’s Edible Art Tour: 
June 9 (Downtown) & June 10 (Canyon Rd). Tickets: $35 at ARTsmartNM.org

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN Downtown Walking Tour. Learn about the
diverse settlers and their contributions to local history. 100 Central SW.
10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 289-0586. alibi.com/v/4oow.

WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood 16th Annual Kite Festival. Visitors
enjoy colorful kites of all shapes and sizes. Bring a kite, buy one
at the festival or just watch professional stunt kite fliers maneuver
kites expertly in the wind. 87 North Frontage Rd. 10am-6pm.
ALL-AGES! 281-7655. alibi.com/v/4vmn.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Contra Dance Class.
Learn how to square dance without a partner. All ages, genders
and beginners welcome. 4909 Hawkins NE. $8-$9. 7-10pm.
ALL-AGES! 289-2992. alibi.com/v/4j9t.

CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Adult Flamenco Intro
Classes. 1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. See 5/4 listing.

GITANA GARAGE STUDIO Flamenco Class. 225 Hermosa NE.
$10. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Speakeasy Swing. Learn the
basics of swing dance without a partner. Go online for the entrance
password. 3215 Central NE. $5-$6. 8:15-11:15pm. ALL-AGES!
366-4982. alibi.com/v/4bf8.

UNM NORTH GOLF COURSE Running Medicine Spring 2017
Season. Build community through walking and running with
people of all ages, ability and fitness levels. 2201 Tucker NE.
$15. 9am. ALL-AGES! 340-5658. alibi.com/v/4s77.

SUNDAY MAY 7
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON MUSEUM New MeXpo. Over 50 destination booths,
indoor and outdoor activities, live entertainment, food trucks,
a beer garden and more. 9201 Balloon Museum NE. $0-$5.
10am-6pm. ALL-AGES! 880-0500. alibi.com/v/4tar. See Event
Horizon.

KIDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACEWonder of Learning: Creating Fun with
Nature. Hands-on activities by Tinkergarten, Cottonwood Gulch
and others and a live music from Seth Hoffman. 9521 Rio
Grande NW. 1-4pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398. alibi.com/v/4voz.

KELLER HALL New Mexico School of Music Student Showcase
Recital. A concert of the state’s top students performing solos
and in small ensemble. 203 Cornell. 2pm. ALL-AGES! 266-3474.
alibi.com/v/4vlp.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Family Science Workshop. Children and families explore sound
and vibration. 1801 Mountain NW. $4. 11am-2pm. ALL-AGES!
841-2861. alibi.com/v/4nmx.

LEARN
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Help, My News is Fake. Learn what
features fake news items share, how to fact check information that
you find, and how to analyze news on social media.
6901 Barstow NE. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES! 857-8321. alibi.com/v/4u7l.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Bosque Wild:
Guided Nature Walk. A moderately strenuous guided hike through
one of the largest riverside-cottonwood forests in the world and
along the banks of the Rio Grande. 6500 Coors NW. 9-10:30am.
ALL-AGES! 89708831. alibi.com/v/4vs9.

MICHAEL THOMAS COFFEE ROASTERS Urban Weeds Walk.
Discover the nutritional and healing value of plants that are
seemingly out of place. 202 Bryn Mawr SE. 10am-noon.
ALL-AGES! 255-3330. alibi.com/v/4vsf.

WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood 16th Annual Kite Festival. 87 North
Frontage Rd. 10am-6pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/6 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a View.
A guided yoga class in a unique setting overlooking 18 acres of
agricultural fields. All abilities and levels welcome. $5-$15. 9am.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/4vsa. Also, Dragon and Tiger Medical
Qigong. Improve health and energy in seven simple movements
with instructor Marcy Pincus, Energy Arts Certified Instructor. $5.
1-2pm. 89708831. alibi.com/v/4vvz. Also, Marriage of Earth
and Heaven QiGong. Exercise that helps heal neck, back, spine
and joint problems. 6500 Coors NW. $5. 2:15-3:15pm.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/4vw1.

ALBUQUERQUE VIPASSANA CENTER Meditation Gathering.
200 Rosemont NE. Donations encouraged. 6:30-8pm. See 5/4
listing.

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Solar Prana Vinyasa
Fundraising Yoga Class. Explore sustainability, strength without
strain, generating and storing power, embodying the inner fire and
flowing in classic Prana Vinyasa Solar namaskars while raising
money for St. Martin’s Hospitality Center. 2401 12th Street NW.
$50. 9-11am. ALL-AGES! 508-1331. alibi.com/v/4w1y.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. 3215 Central NE. $5.
11am-noon. ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing.

SANI YOGA Trauma Sensitive Yin Yoga. Trauma informed yoga
therapy. 521 Central NW. $5. 6pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/4ug8.

MONDAY MAY 8
WELLNESS/FITNESS
HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Rhythm and Timing. Learn about
the different instruments that make up a salsa song to connect
better to the music through dance. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
alibi.com/v/4qjy. Also, Salsa Level One. Build on the fundamentals
of salsa dancing by reinforcing the basic steps, essential footwork,
turning and spin techniques, and leading and following methods.
130 Jackson NE. $12. 8:30-9:30pm. 13+. 268-1558.
alibi.com/v/4qm6.

ST. TIMOTHY’S LUTHERAN CHURCH Silent Meditation Group.
One hour of silence for meditators of strong determination.
211 Jefferson NE. 6pm. ALL-AGES! 450-3409. alibi.com/v/4fio.

TUESDAY MAY 9
EPICENTER ABQ Impact and Coffee. Nonprofit leaders, volunteers,
board members, funders and people who want to find their place
in the social impact community meet up. 119 Gold SW. 9-10am.
alibi.com/v/4rqy.

FLYING STAR CAFÉ SY Jackson Elementary PTA Fundraiser Night.
Ten percent of proceeds go towards helping the local school.
4501 Juan Tabo NE. 4-8pm. 275-8311. alibi.com/v/4w28.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Prostrate Pleasure Through Toys and Pegging. Learn the
facts and myths surrounding the mysterious p-spot. 3904 Central SE.
$15-$20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/4v3q.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Adult Flamenco Intro
Classes. 1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. See 5/4 listing.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Essentials: Ladies Techniques.
Focus on fundamental and essential skills necessary to become
stronger in partner dance. 7-8pm. alibi.com/v/4qnn. Also, Spin
and Turning Techniques. Develop control, strength and balance
on the dancefloor. $12. 8-9pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4qp4. Also,
Body Movement and Isolation. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 9-10pm.
13+. See 5/4 listing. 268-1558.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. 3215 Central NE. $5.
5:25-6:25pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Cuban Salsa Casino del
Rueda Dance Classes. Beginning and intermediate dancers learn
footwork, partner skills and choreography. No experience necessary.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $5–$10. 6-8pm. 18+. 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/4w8x.

WEDNESDAY MAY 10
WELLNESS/FITNESS
GITANA GARAGE STUDIO Flamenco Class. 225 Hermosa NE.
$10. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa On Two Footwork. Introduction
to a variety of footwork techniques while learning to improve your
sense of rhythm and timing. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 7:30-8:30pm.
13+. 268-1558. alibi.com/v/4rij.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. 3215 Central NE. $5.
5:25-6:25pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing. 559-3100.

REMEDY DAY SPA Acroyoga Fundamentals. Learn basing, flying
and spotting techniques in partner acrobatics with a yoga
consciousness creating a playful, creative practice that brings
people together for fun, trust and balance. 113 Vassar SE. $5-$12.
7:15-9pm. 13+. 265-9219. alibi.com/v/4o2h.

SHEPHERD OF THE VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Your
Health, Your Choice. Talk one-on-one with health professionals,
learn about important resources, listen to a national speaker
and hear fellow Burqueños share their powerful health care
stories. 1801 Montano NW. 5:30-8pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/4vu4.

SOUTHWEST POLE DANCING Introduction to Pole Dancing
Fitness. Learn a choreographed routine on your right side
consisting of basic dance transitions, floor work and a spin.
Reservation recommended. 107 Jefferson NE. $15. 7-7:55pm.
18+. 750-8107. alibi.com/v/4ujw.

ST. TIMOTHY’S LUTHERAN CHURCH Silent Meditation Group.
211 Jefferson NE. 6pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/8 listing.

WA’KANDA RETREAT AND SPA New Parenting Holistic Care
Classes. Remedies for the pregnancy mind and body changes
and subsequent baby care. 2045 South Plaza NW. $60.
5:30-6:30pm. 18+. 503-5093. alibi.com/v/4tzy.

Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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PRESENTS

Reserve space with a friendly 

rep at 346-0660 ext. 248

advertising@alibi.com

Weekly Alibi has 35,000 papers hitting the 

streets each week, reaching more than

175,000 people.

Advertising Deadline: 5/18/17 On Stands: 5/25/17

Dive into fun and learning at the Zoo, Aquarium, Botanic Garden 

and Tingley Beach this summer. Discover the wildest animals on 

Earth, trek through forests, search for sharks, get the buzz on 

bugs or dig in at the farm. These week-long, teacher-led classes 

are packed full of adventure!

• Grades Pre-K through 9

• Full day and half day camps

• Prices start at $125/week

• Hands-on, science-based activities

• Behind-the-scenes experiences

Register Online! ABQBIOPARKCAMP.COM
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BY RENÉE CHAVEZ

I
n a state where summer

temperatures reliably skyrocket

into the triple digits, local oases

are a necessity to keep everyone

from going completely mad. Plus,

they’re a fantastic place to keep the

sprogs busy for hours. And—let’s

be honest—is there anything

better than wearing next to

nothing and floating in a giant

pool of water under the brilliant

rays of the sun? I think not. So to

make it that much easier to

patronize your city- or county-

sponsored H20 parks, here is a list

of all the swimming pools within

easy reach.

*Seasonal pools open Memorial

Day weekend.

** Hours change from winter to

summer on Memorial Day

weekend.

SunPoRt*

2033 Columbia SE

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 12:30-

5pm, Sat-Sun noon-5pm

Perks: Extra long (40-meter) pool,

grassy area

Nearby: Puerto del Sol golf course,

Sunport, restaurants

WilSon*

6000 Anderson SE

Recreational swim: Sun-Sat noon-5pm

Perks: Grassy area, benches

Nearby: USS Bullhead Memorial park,

restaurants

Rio GRande* 

1410 Iron SW

Recreational swim: Sun-Sat noon-5pm

Perks: Nice grassy area, shade from trees

Nearby: Zoo, aquarium, botanical gardens

eaSt San JoSe*

2015 Galena SE

Recreational swim:Mon-Fri noon-4pm, Sat-Sun

noon-5pm

Perks: Very small so you won’t lose your kid

Nearby: East San Jose Park, grocery, restaurants,

South Broadway Cultural Center

eiSenHoWeR*

1101 Camero NE

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 12:30-5pm, Sat-Sun

noon-5pm

Perks: Waterslides, basketball courts

Nearby: Georgia O’Keefe park, El Oso Grande

park, Academy Hills park

MontGoMeRY*

5301 Palo Duro NE

Recreational swim: Sun-Sat noon-5pm

Perks: Waterslide, grassy area

Nearby: Movies 8, shopping, restaurants,

Montgomery park

SieRRa ViSta*

5001 Montaño NW

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 12:30-5pm, Sat-Sun

noon-5pm

Perks: Waterslides

Nearby: Mariposa Basin park, restaurants, Don

Newton-Taylor Ranch Community Center

WeSt MeSa**

6705 Fortuna NW

Recreational swim: Sun-Sat 12:30-2:30pm, 3-5pm

Perks: Massive, three pools, waterslides,

fountains, deep end, diving boards, zero-depth

entry, stadium seating, Olympic size

Nearby: Restaurants, shopping, I-40

HiGHland**

400 Jackson SE

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 12:30-4pm, 6-8pm;

Sat-Sun 1-5pm

Perks: Diving boards, deep end, solar-powered(!),

outdoor wading pool

Nearby: Shopping, restaurants

loS altoS**

10100 Lomas NE

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 12:30-4pm, 6-

8:30pm; Sat-Sun 1-4pm

Perks: Outdoor wading pool

Nearby: Skate park, softball fields, ice cream,

shopping, restaurants

Sandia**

7801 Candelaria NE

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 12:30-

4:30pm, Fri 6-8pm, Sat-Sun 1-4pm

Perks: Diving boards, recently

renovated, solar-powered(!)

Nearby: La Palomita park,

shopping, Stardust Skies park

ValleY**

1505 Candelaria NW

Recreational swim: Mon-Thu

11:30am-4pm, 7:30-8:30pm; Fri

11:30am-4pm, 5-8:30pm; Sat-Sun

1-5pm

Perks: Outdoor wading pool, diving

boards, solar-powered(!)

Nearby: Valley park, Matthew

Meadows Park, day spa, tennis

Rio GRande
HiGH/BeRnalillo
CountY**

2312 Arenal SW

Recreational swim: Mon-Fri 5-

7:30pm, Sat-Sun noon-4:45pm

Perks: Massive, waterslide, recently

renovated

Nearby: Tom Tenorio park, softball

fields, restaurants

PaRadiSe*

5901 Paradise NW

Recreational swim: Sat-Sun noon-5pm

Perks: Ample grassy area, baby pool, waterslide,

recently renovated

Nearby: Paradise Hills park, Paradise Hills

Community Center, restaurants

loS PadillaS*

2141 Los Padillas SW

Recreational swim: Sat-Sun noon-5pm

Perks: Waterslide, fountains, zero-depth entry

Nearby: Soccer field, Los Padillas Community

Center, grocery

SoutH ValleY*

3912 Isleta SW

Recreational swim: Sun-Sat noon-4:45pm

Perks: Waterslide, baby pool, grassy area, recently

renovated

Nearby: Skate park, library, ice cream, baseball

fields a

Got Your Summer Bod Ready?
City and county pools that’ll float your boat
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Baby, It’s Hot Outside
Beat the summer blues with ice cold reads

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

W
hen I was in middle school, fantasy novels were kind of my
thing. Like, I’d read the thousand or so pages of The Mists of
Avalon by the time I was in seventh grade. Around that

time, I remember checking a book out of the Navarre Middle
School library. I can’t remember the title, but the premise was
something like this: A faraway world is covered with ice and snow,
and most sources of heat have been diminished. There are a few,
rare people who have the special gift of being able to detect fire
that burns away underground, providing life-sustaining heat for the
rest of the world. At the end of the book, the protagonist—one of
these few fire seekers—discovers that she herself is a source of heat.
The powerful element she has spent her life seeking exists within
her. 

We live in the inverse of that world now. Albuquerque is
quickly turning into a sun-bleached summer purgatory, where most
of us spend our time ducking from shadow to shadow and hopping
from one air conditioned (er, swamp cooled?) building to the next
in pit-stained tank tops and half-melted plastic sandals. Maybe,
like the hero of my middle school novel, we can dispel the heat by
turning inward and finding the swamp cooler that chugs away
within each of us. Stoke your own internal air conditioner with
these super chilly reads. 

The Birthday Boys by Beryl Bainbridge
I’ve said it a million times, and I’ll say it again: “Doomed sea
voyages” is the best book genre. The Birthday Boys is a
fictionalized account of the ill-fated sea voyage to the South
Pole led by Robert Falcon Scott between 1910-1912. Based in
part on the diaries of the men who died on this Arctic
expedition, the book chronicles the hardship endured at the
edges of the world. 

Endurance: Shackleton’s Incredible Voyage by Alfred Lansing
My second favorite genre is “nearly doomed sea voyages.” This
nonfiction classic penned in 1959 recounts the story of Ernest
Shackleton’s expedition to the South Pole, wherein the ship he
captained—Endurance—became trapped, and eventually
crushed, by ice pack, stranding the crew. For over a year, they
drifted, and incredibly, made it to safety without a single
casualty after numerous feats of daring. If you can’t handle
totally doomed sea voyages, this one has the happy ending you
need and the excruciating details of extreme cold you crave. 

The Golden Compass by Philip Pullman
I said I loved fantasy novels. The Golden Compass, the first in
Pullman’s classic His Dark Materials trilogy, has cold climates
and, perhaps more importantly, badass armored polar bears.
Plus, the entire series is a disavowal of organized religion—who
wouldn’t add this to their summer reading list?  a

Into Thin Air: A Personal Account of the Mount Everest

Disaster by John Krakauer
I never thought of myself as the kind of person that would get
really into John Krakauer books, if you know what I mean. To me,
John Krakauer seemed like the kind of author that my Uncle John
would read, not me. But on the Amtrak between Chicago and
Flagstaff I read this book in one (really long) sitting, and those 36
hours passed like nothing at all. Krakauer was participating in a
1996 ascent of Everest as a journalist, but a freak storm turned it
into the deadliest incident ever on the mountain and eventually
turned his assignment into this excellent tale of adventure and
tragedy at very high altitude. 

Welcome to the Goddamn Ice Cube: Chasing Fear and

Finding Home in the Great White North by Blair Braverman
Part travelogue, part memoir, Welcome to the Goddamn Ice Cube
is Braverman’s explication of her love affair with cold places and
years running dog-powered sled teams through them. With
evocative detail of the dangers of the far north (crevasses,
freezing temperatures, gross men, whiteouts, isolation) this book
is both harrowing and, at many points, triumphant, too.
Reading this book also has the benefit of making the reader feel
glad they live in the desert instead of far reaches of Norway.
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rockin’ Good News!
Those toenails dry yet, sweetheart? We’ve got some dancing to do

BY AUGUST MARCH

M
an oh, man, carnales! It blows my mind that

the past year has passed so quickly. It seems

like just the other day I was writing you all

about an upcoming summer concert season filled

with starry nights at this or that amphitheater,

rollicking rocanrol experiences, and the joyous,

sometimes shoeless dancing the consequently

ensues when you mix music with midsummer.

As you may recall, I framed last year’s lineup list

within a structure built from the pithy dialogue

found in David Lynch’s film Blue Velvet, one of my

favorite celluloid gems. This year, I couldn’t help

but go to my number two cinematic source—

another Lynch film called Wild at Heart—for

inspiration and structure. In case you want to

know, the latter is a story of star-crossed lovers,

crazy Texan criminal communities and the effects

true love can have on otherwise jaded and out of

control human beings hellbent on self-destruction.

That linkage works because Lynch’s vision of

America is essentially musical in scope. In the

film, Sailor Ripley’s life is driven by loud music

and an unnatural affinity for Elvis; hell even his

lover, Lula Fortune, seems to be propelled through

their various misadventures by her love of rock

music and dancing. The happiness these two

ultimately find and keep is symbolized at the end

of the film as Sailor sings “Love Me Tender” to

Lula and their child.

But you don’t need to put up with Bobby Peru’s

toothsome insanity, Marietta Fortune’s red-faced

fanaticism or the quirky yet supremely sad citizens

of Big Tuna, Texas to get your fill of a substance

that can grant a wish of summery happiness and

satisfaction. Instead, I suggest you take a gander at

the compendium of concerts that follow while

keeping in mind Lula’s admonition about the

world around us. It may be, as she claims, “wild at

heart and weird on top,” but live music provides

more than an opportunity to dance. It’s also an

opportunity to bring light and love into your life,

to vanquish the darkness with the light of summer

... if only for a fleeting, sunny season.

sANdiA CAsiNo ANd resort
AmphitheAter
I dig seeing shows at Sandia as much as private

detective Johnnie Farragut detests criminal

mastermind Marcelles Santos. The venue has an

awesome summer schedule, the seating’s generous

and accommodating, the concession stand features

attractive prices and a wide variety of food and

beverages, and there are no crazed voodoo

practitioners waiting in the wings to kidnap, drug

and kill me. This year’s summer lineup includes

some great shows too, by the way.

The season at Sandia starts off on May 6 with a

performance by Los Lonely Boys, a trio of

brotherly Tejano musicos whose hits are based in a

sort of brown-eyed soul that has yielded hits and

Grammy nominations since their eponymous

debut recording was released in 2004.

On May 28, Sandia hosts the annuals ABQ Blues

& Brews Festival. This year’s headliners include

some tasty beers provided by literally dozens of

local, regional and national breweries, buoyed by

acts like local and regional bluesmen Isaac Aragon

and The Healing, Alex Maryol, The Jir Project

and The Rudy Boy Experiment.

The rest of the season at Sandia is totally tuneful

too, with jam sessions by 3 Doors Down on June

2, The Isley Brothers on June 11, Mariachi

Spectacular on July 15 and 311 on Aug. 10.

Also—as is something of a tradition at this

particular place—expect oldies but goldies

concerts by holy has-beens like Bush (July 5)

Donny and Marie Osmond (July 23) and Goo

Goo Dolls (Sept. 10). Oh and some group called

Tedeschi Trucks is jamming there on July 27, as

well.

isletA AmphitheAter
Much like the small towns in the fictional Texas

depicted in Wild at Heart—centered on feed stores

filled with unsuspecting employees and heaps of

free feria ripe for the picking—so too is Isleta

Amphitheater loaded with decent rock shows to

get your summer listening schedule up to speed. 

On June 18, the folks at Isleta bring rap-rock semi-

legends Korn (If Bobby Peru had a favorite band,

this is probably it.) to town. Real-life heavy metal

legends Iron Maiden are happening on June 27

and Carlos Santana himself (whom peers of mine

argue only has one guitar lick with a million and

one variations) graces the stage on July 1.

July and the two months that follow are “hotter

than Georgia asphalt”—to quote Lula Fortune—at

Isleta. The month continues with an iteration of

this year’s I Love the ’90s Tour. That show lands

on the big lawn in the middle of Mesa del Sol on

July 2 and features Blackstreet and Naughty by

Nature. Brad Paisley and John Mayer also have

shows at Isleta that month, on the 14th and 18th

respectively. In August, concerts by Avenged

Sevenfold (Aug. 3), Matchbox Twenty (Aug. 4),

Deep Purple and Alice Cooper (Aug. 16), Slayer

and Lamb of God (Aug. 19), and Cheap Trick

(Aug. 23) will keep things more than warm and

slightly sticky. September features an appearance

by goddamn motherfucking Green Day, dudes.

They’ll be in Burque on Sept. 11.

City of Albuquerque
summerfest
If your dog barks some, is always with you and is

sometimes mistaken for Toto from the Wizard of

Oz, then maybe you ought to give the old boy a

break and head on down to one of the glorious

Summerfest Concerts on tap for 2017. Pets on

leashes are welcome at these family-friendly

events, and the music and related activities are

always entertainingly top-notch. Besides rocking’

bands, each one of these free mini-festivals

includes a plethora of food trucks, children’s

activity stations, brew gardens and crafts vendors.

Heights Summerfest takes place on Saturday, June

10, at North Domingo Baca Park (7521 Carmel

NE) from 5 until 10:30pm. The big act that night

is going to be legendary ska-punk maniacs The

Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

The Route 66 Summerfest on July 22 happens in

the midst of Nob Hill between 3 and 10:30pm—

that’s on Central between Girard and Carlisle—

and coincides with the annual New Mexico Jazz

Festival. Triple Grammy-winners Los Lobos are

headlining the show, but be prepared to enter a

jazz trance as well when local performers like

Delphia and Lone Piñon make the center of our

city into a jamming free-for-all.

Much like Sailor and Lula’s roadtrip to Texas,

Downtown Summerfest is all about vindication

and reputation. Dennis DeYoung—who left in

Styx in 1999 after much acrimony involving other

founding members Tommy Shaw and James

Young—was the keyboardist, mastermind,

songwriter and voice behind a mega-prog rock

band whose hits included songs like “Babe,”

“Come Sail Away,” “Suite Madame Blue” and “Mr.

Roboto”. He’ll be performing the tunes he wrote—

plus much of the band’s vaunted, sometime

bombastic oeuvre—in the flesh for this fest, which

happens from 5-10:30pm at Civic Plaza.

If you recall Wild at Heart, you know that Sailor

lives for speed metal and rocanrol radio, with

preference given to Elvis. With that conceit in

mind, it’s possible to imagine the contentious, sexy

and rocked out anti-hero heading out to Westside

Summerfest for a show by legendary first

generation rocker Chubby Checker. American

Bandstand leader Dick Clark summed it all up

when he said, “The three most important things

that ever happened in the music industry are Elvis

Presley, The Beatles and Chubby Checker.”

Summerfest finishes up for the year 2017 on

Saturday, Aug. 26, at Cottonwood Corners—a

West Side retail center bounded by Alameda,

Coors Bypass and and Ellison—from 5:30-

10:30pm.

Also of Note
Rockabilly on the Route requires you to take a

road trip out to Tucumcari, a place far less scary

than Big Tuna, Texas. The yearly event happens

from June 1-4. It features a ton of fun activities

and tuneful digressions. There will be a parade

followed by beard and mustache, tattoo and pin-up

contests, but the real reason to go is the music.

This year’s performers include The Delta

Bombers, The Barnyard Stompers, The Despots,

The Phantom Pomps and Rockin Rick & The

Rhythm Wranglers.

The Albuquerque Folk Festival tunes up and drops

in on the Albquerque Balloon Museum on

Saturday, June 3. Besides a heaping helping of jam

sessions, workshops and hippie-style camping,

there will be plenty of opportunities to check out

some great local and national acts like

Baracutanga, Squash Blossom Boys, The Adobe

Brothers, Bayou Seco, Dog Star and Seth

Hoffman and the Temporary Tattoos.

The Vans Warped Tour lands at Ballon Fiesta Park

(5000 Balloon Fiesta NE) on Wednesday, June 21.

Besides kiddie bands like Hawthorne Heights,

Being As An Ocean and Sylar on the day’s

program, there will also be sets by legendary

ensembles like The Dickies, The Adolescents,

GWAR and The Ataris.

stAb it ANd steer
Now with a summer line up like that, aren’t you

glad you let the sheriff take you in after a robbery

gone awry, did your time while your sweetie waited

at home—vanquishing the demon of her mother’s

memory in the meantime—and sang just like the

king about how important love was while

straddling a car during rush hour, just to get back

to the thing you love the most? I certainly hope 

Green Day COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“T
here are always different avenues …
everyone has different ways to
contribute, art is just my own,” Jodie

Herrera said as we sat at a table near the back of
Zendo, where the walls were lined with some of
her most recent work—a series of portraits that
apply woodcut design to some of her
photorealistic, narrative-driven portraits of local
women. This summer, Herrera will be employing
the refined eye and technique she’s used in works
such as these to a whole new painting series with
global ambitions. 

Herrera engineered the Women Without
Borders project as an extension of her role as the
Harwood Art Center’s Social Justice Project lead
artist for 2017. Her upcoming, international
project grew out of an exhibition she will hold at
Harwood in September, in which she will use her
craft to tell the stories of women who have
suffered trauma, working closely with nonprofits
such as Young Women United and the Refugee
Well-being Project to discover individuals who
would like to share their stories through Herrera’s
work. Women Across Borders takes those same
guiding principles and applies them on a larger
scale; this summer, along with Project Manager
Colin Troy, Herrera will travel to Mexico,
Germany, Uganda and Kenya to connect with
communities, nonprofit organizations and
individual women with the end goal of
transforming their stories into art that will shine
light on their experience. The work exists for the
women as individuals—often providing a source
of empowerment and healing—as well as
providing a point of education and illumination
for communities like Albuquerque, where the
paintings that result will be on display.

“I love New Mexico,” Herrera explained
about the inception of Women Across Borders,
“this is my home. I really want to focus my work
here, but I also want to understand the issues
that people are facing in the world, not just
locally. How sometimes they are the same issues,
but they change when they happen elsewhere.”
In that way, the exhibition—which will also be
shown at Harwood Art Center some six months
after her return—fosters a deeper sense of
connection to issues that seem faraway from
many of our lives. In this series, Herrera is
focusing on telling the stories of refugee and
immigrant women. She chose Germany because
it currently has the largest population of Syrian
refugees, and Kenya and Uganda because of each
country’s open door policy when it comes to
hosting refugees. Sharing a contentious border
with the United States, Mexico also appeared to
Herrera as an important site from which to
explore the multitude of stories of immigrant
women. 

“Given the current political climate in the
US, it’s even more important to bring a broader
awareness and a human face to the experiences

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

Bridging Worlds
Women Across Borders aims to create connection and awareness

through art 

of these people,” Herrera said. Over the course of
our conversation, she recalled watching a
documentary about Doctors Without Borders
that moved her, an inspiration that is apparent in
the name she has chosen for her project.
Moreover, it compelled her to action, to take her
own talents and use them as a force of good. “I
can’t just stand still,” she underscored. 

She also emphasized that each portrait will
represent a deeply personal story and experience.
“I don’t want to separate the story from the art,
but it’s a very personal process. … I work with
[each subject] one-on-one and I get to hear and
explore their voices. The painting is a just a
platform for that dialogue. It’s the catalyst.”
Particularly for women who have experienced
trauma, the experience of being rendered, often
differently, on canvas, can be healing. Too often,
histories of trauma are suppressed—put out of
mind as too embarrassing or too painful to recall.
In Herrera’s work she honors these stories,
illuminates them and ultimately allows the
subject to be transformed in their telling,
elevating each woman’s unique narrative. “It’s
often really powerful for these women to see
themselves transformed,” Herrera detailed, “to
see themselves in a different light, where they
can see their worth. They can see their strength
and feel proud. It’s very powerful to have that

different way of seeing themselves. To see
themselves the way I see them.” 

In anticipation of her global trek which will
kick off in mid-July, Herrera has a Kickstarter
running until May 5 to help fund the journey.
However, if you miss the Kickstarter deadline,
there will be plenty of opportunities to support
her latest endeavor before she sets sail; all events
and news will be updated via Herrera’s Facebook
artist page. 

As she prepares for the journey—she
mentioned vaccinations and the woes that come
with planning every international trip—she was
quick to note that she “doesn’t have any
romantic ideas” about the challenge of visiting
these diverse locations. “It’s going to be really
hard to acclimate to the different cultures, but
I’m looking forward to understanding what that
looks like,” she said. All in the hopes of, in the
end, helping women to feel empowered by
sharing their stories, and allowing audiences a
world away to connect to the humanity of
women whose experiences may seem far from
their own. “For my subjects, the process of
healing is the release of emotion that once had
power over them,” Herrera explained. “In turn
[these paintings are] a celebration of overcoming
and acknowledging their resilience.” And that’s a
celebration we all should aim to be a part of.  a

COMIC REVIEW

BYMIKEE RIGGS

Devolution
BY MIKEE RIGGS

Nihilism and post-apolocalyptic fiction go
together like peanut butter and jelly. If the human
race doesn’t fail, how
can we possibly get to
the fun aftermath that
follows? It’s a solid
formula, but one that’s
done so often, it is
tough to make it feel
fresh. Devolution feels
not only fresh but
downright sharp, with
an added dose of
cynicism. This is the
kind of book that
breathes new life into
the genre.

Writer Rick Remender is no stranger to
weirdness. He has been putting out his own
brand of off-kilter comics for years. His work on
titles like Black Science and Fear Agent shows a
penchant for unconventional storytelling and a
critical eye for the human condition. While
Remender may come off as someone who hates
people, he has become adept at entertaining
them through his well honed way of storytelling.

Devolution follows the protagonist, Raja,
through a world filled with oversized animals and
Neanderthal humans. The plot of Devolution is
this: Scientists decided to dust the Earth in a
chemical that they thought would lead to peace
amongst the human race, but instead devolved
humanity to its most primal roots. Raja is one of a
small number of survivors, and she is on a quest
to find and administer the cure.

As in any good story, Raja is continually met
with obstacles. The joy in this for the reader is
how Remender chooses to make the remaining
humans just as awful as the subhuman monsters
they should be running from. Raja spends a good
portion of the story debating whether or not to
save humanity at all. 

Helping Remender to craft this post-
pocalyptic wasteland is artist Jonathan Wayshak.
Wayshak brings a visceral style to the pages of
Devolution. It is very clear early on that he comes
from a classic illustrative background, while
drawing inspiration from familiar classic artists.
The art harkens back to greats like Todd
McFarlane and Sam Kieth. The latter especially
shines through in the style of character design
Wayshak uses throughout the book. Also his
knack for creature design is a gift to behold. From
giant drooling spiders to early sci-fi style
mutants, Wayshak makes everything surreal but
believable. The subject matter of the book plays
to Wayshak’s strengths, making him the perfect
collaborator for this story. 

Devolution has the makings of a cult classic
graphic novel. Filled with the kind of sex and
violence you look for in B movies, but balancing
all of that with interesting characters and subject
matter, the book is never afraid to push the
envelope and in return never leaves the reader
wanting. It’s the kind of title that could become a
strong, to-the-point feature film, yet I suspect no
matter how hard the studio tried they could
never touch the power of the original novel. In
this time of comic book oversaturation, it would
be understandable to have overlooked this book.
The shame in that is the level of awesome being
missed out on. Devolutionmay be gritty and it
may be harsh, but sometimes progress needs a
stern push forward. a

Devolution

Written by Rick Remender

Art by Jonathan Wayshak and Jae Lee

Dynamite Entertainment

128 pages

$17.56

"Golden," a semi-photo realistic portrait incorporating woodcut designs JODIE HERRERA
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THURSDAY MAY 4
ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Gallery Tour.
Tour a gallery to learn more about the featured artists.
2000 Mountain NW. $1-$4. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255.
alibi.com/v/4tfk.

STAGE
POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts The Illusionists: Live

From Broadway. A non-stop show packed with thrilling and
sophisticated magic of unprecedented proportions.
203 Cornell NE. $35-$80. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/4ksw. See Event Horizon.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Arlen Asher Birthday Celebration
Concert. Jazz musician Arlen Asher plays alongside John Trentacosta,
Coli Deuble, Jim Ahrend and more. 210 Yale SE. $15-$20.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 505-268-044. alibi.com/v/4ptg.

TAMMY’S EDGE SALON The Joy of Tease. Learn the art of
burlesque from expert dancer, Joy Coy. 301 Rio Grande NW. $15.
7-8:30pm. 18+. 899-4575. alibi.com/v/4sn5.

LEARN
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Happy Arte Hour.
Connect with fellow art enthusiasts while enjoying snacks, refresh-
ments and beer and wine for sale from Pop Fizz. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. $5. 5:30-7:30pm. 18+. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/4w4h.

FILM
CORONADO CENTER VR Junkies Star Wars Party. Train as a Jedi
and meet well-known Star Wars characters while touring the Star
Wars universe via in-store virtual reality goggles. 6600 Menaul NE.
$50. 7pm. ALL-AGES! (719) 963-5357. alibi.com/v/4u29.

FRIDAY MAY 5
ART
AMAPOLA GALLERY A Blast of Color Opening Reception. Artists
Ann Tidrow Connely and Kristin Parrott show their best works
centered around nature and vivid color. Runs through 5/31.
205 Romero NW. 4-7pm. 242-4311. alibi.com/v/4tan.

DOWNTOWN CONTEMPORARY GALLERY Gallery Nights. A pres-
entation of local art, music, film, fashion, comedy and community
organizations, curated by JP Eaglin. 105 Fourth Street SW.
Donations encouraged. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES! 363-3870.
alibi.com/v/4re4.

FACTORY ON 5TH ART SPACE Abstracts and Much More Opening
Reception. Edna Casman and Eliza M. Schmid show their best
works. Runs through 5/31. 1715 Fifth Street NW. 5-8pm.
ALL-AGES! 463-5824. alibi.com/v/4vo7.

GALLERY ABQ New Mexico Artists Spring Miniature Show Opening
Reception. An awards ceremony and opening reception featuring
the work of New Mexican artists working in all types of media.
Runs through 5/30. 8210 Menaul NE. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES!
292-9333. alibi.com/v/4vts.

GHOSTWOLF GALLERY ARTScrawl: Laura Wacha. Flamboyantly
colored, humorous narratives illustrate what may lie beneath the
surface of our self-perceptions regarding ourselves and society. 2043
South Plaza NW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES! 246-9653. alibi.com/v/4vpr.

HARWOOD ART CENTER Taxi Opening Reception. New works by New
York City artist Christian Michael Gallegos. Runs through 5/31.
1114 Seventh Street NW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES! 206-0953. alibi.com/v/4vjx.

REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Among the
Trees Opening Reception. Works on paper by Denise Weaver Ross
from her House of Cards Tree Suit series as well as landscapes.
Runs through 5/26. 3812 Central SE, Suite 100B. 5-8pm.
ALL-AGES! 268-8952. alibi.com/v/4v8c.

SUMNER & DENE 12th Annual Albuquirky Little House Silent
Auction Fundraiser. Bid on tiny houses made by local artists. All
proceeds go the free, open access studio, OFFCenter.
517 Central NW. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 247-1172. alibi.com/v/4v88.

TAMARIND GALLERY After the Circus Opening Reception.
Lithographs and personal works from students. Runs through 5/12.
2500 Central SE. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES! 277-3901. alibi.com/v/4vna.

TORTUGA GALLERY Summer Artist Collective Opening Reception.
Julie Brokken, Roe LiBretto, Lesley Long, Mauny Muray, Eliza M.
Schmid, Risa Taylor, Suzanne Visor, Denise Weaver Ross and Ilene
Weiss show their best and newest works. Runs through 8/4.
901 Edith SE. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 506-0820. alibi.com/v/4v8f.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOMMovie Posters Opening Reception.
Jon Sanchez and Jeremy Montoya present their best screen
printed film posters. Keith Sanchez performs live. Runs through
5/31. 118 Tulane SE. 7pm. 21+. 433-5654. alibi.com/v/4uxq.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Mikado. In this famous light opera, the
emperor of Japan’s son Nanki-Poo attempts to escape marrying
an older woman. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $19-$22. 7:30-10pm.
ALL-AGES! 898-9222. alibi.com/v/4tk0.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Show.
Short-form improv based on audience suggestions. 9-10pm.
alibi.com/v/4vsh. Also, The B Team. Accomplished improvisors
and comedians create a new and fun long-form improvised show.
100 Gold SW. 10:15-11pm. 404-1578. alibi.com/v/4vsi.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSEWho’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Edward
Albee’s iconic dark comedy portrays husband George and wife Martha
in a searing night of dangerous fun and games. 6921 Montgomery NE.
$12-$15. 7:30pm. 13+. 563-0316. alibi.com/v/4ucd.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Auditions for American Idiot the
Musical. All roles are singing and dancing. Vocal auditions are by
appointment only and should be no longer than 2 minutes in length.
6320 Domingo NE. 6-9pm. 18+. 265-9119. alibi.com/v/4vgn.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts The Illusionists: Live

From Broadway. 203 Cornell NE. $35-$80. 8pm. ALL-AGES!
See 5/4 listing. See Event Horizon.

VISTA GRANDE COMMUNITY CENTER, Sandia Park Einstein, A
Stage Portrait. Tom Schuch stars in a one-man, award winning
play that brings to life Albert Einstein, the brilliant, dedicated
and sometimes controversial physicist. 15 La Madera. $15-$20.
7:30-9:45pm. ALL-AGES! 681-8376. alibi.com/v/4v9i.

VORTEX THEATRE The Importance of Being Earnest. This classic
play by Oscar Wilde is a celebration of life, love, wit and the
theatre itself. 2900 Carlisle NE. $18-$22. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
247-8600. alibi.com/v/4uou.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Educating Rita. Dramatist Willy Russell
delightfully weaves together the lives Frank the tutor and Rita the
hairdresser with great wit, humor and profound insight. 4904 Fourth
Street NW. $18-$25. 7:30pm. 18+. 410-8524. alibi.com/v/4tav.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Santa Fe Opera
Spotlight Series. Oliver Prezant talks about Birds of a Feather:
The Golden Cockerel Opera by Rimsky-Korsakov and the Santa Fe
Opera’s 2017 season. 2000 Mountain NW. 1:30pm. ALL-AGES!
505 792-6869 ex 105. alibi.com/v/4w42.

HIGHLAND HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER Tish
Hinojosa: Cinco de Mayo Concert. Tejana performs as a benefit
for El Centro de Igualdad y Derechos. 4700 Coal SE. $10.
7:30-8:45pm. ALL-AGES! 877-0834. alibi.com/v/4vgr.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Latin Dance Social. Mingle with locals
while salsa dancing. 130 Jackson NE. $7. 9:30pm-1am. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4qla.

HISTORIC OLD TOWN Live Music Performances. Str8 Shot performs
New Mexian music. 303 Romero NW. 7-9pm. alibi.com/v/4w0o.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Authentic Spanish
cuisine, beverages and flamenco performances. 800 Rio
Grande NW. 8pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4ome.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS E11evation. Celebrate the 11th
year of Keshet’s Pre-Professional Program by seeing the culmination
of new work performed by students and faculty choreographers.
4121 Cutler NE. $6-$10. 7-8:10pm. ALL-AGES! 227-8583.
alibi.com/v/4uhy.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Aliento: Dzul Dance
Company. A dance fusion of aerial arts, contortion and acrobatics
to communicate indigenous pre-Hispanic, Mexican and Latin culture
and create bridges between contemporary art and historical heritage.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $12-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. 724-4771.
alibi.com/v/4w4k.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Round Mountain and Souren
Baronian’s Taksim. Listen to Appalachian, Celtic, West African,
Balkan and more influences weaved into Americana music by
Round Mountain. Taksim fuses traditional instrumentation with
Middle Eastern rhythms. 210 Yale SE. $15-$20. 7:30-9:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/4pth.

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT The Worldwinds. The local
quintet performs music by Mexican and Latin American composers.
6510 Western Trail NW. 7-8pm. 13+. 899-0205. alibi.com/v/4vg9.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
First Friday Fractals. A spectacular, award-winning, full dome
planetarium show that takes viewers on a tour of the fractals in
nature and zooms through infinitely complex mathematical frac-
tals. 1801 Mountain NW. $5-$10. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 841-2861.
alibi.com/v/4nmo.
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Cultural Services, City of Albuquerque, Richard J. Berry, Mayor
www.KiMoTickets.com

Classic Performances . . . Classic �eatre
Ballet Repertory �eatre of NM
�ree-Quarter Time 
7 p.m.  Saturday  May 6
2 p.m.  Sunday  May 7

City of Albuquerque & De Oro Productions
Tarde De Oro
1 p.m.  �ursday  May 11

Sci-Fi Fridays: 50s Favorites
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1954)

6 & 8:30 p.m.  Friday  May 12

90th Anniversary Signature Events
Pulitzer Prize-Winners on Film 
�e Magni�cent Ambersons (1942)

2 p.m.  Sunday  May 14

All �e King’s Men (1949)

2 p.m.  Sunday  May 28
�ese 90th Anniversary Events are FREE

Live at the KIMO & Cultural Services Special Events
Live and Local
Friday  June 2
7 p.m. - Silver String Band 
7:30 p.m.- Sol de la Noche 
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MS. LISA FISCHER 

& GRAND BATON

“A STONE COLD KNOCKOUT!”

(Minneapolis Star Tribune)

benefiting

And, at the Guild Cinema, May 16-18, watch the Academy Award winning documentary, 

20 Feet From Stardom, featuring Lisa Fischer.
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SATURDAY MAY 6
WORDS
EXPLORA! Science Storytelling. Storytellers share how science
touches lives. Followed by a question and answer session with
the performers. 1701 Mountain NW. $4-$8. 1-2pm. ALL-AGES!
224-8341. alibi.com/v/4w9o.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER The Book of Archives.
A. Gabriel Meléndez reads from his collection of ghost stories
from Mora Valley, N.M. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 2-4pm. 13+.
246-2261. alibi.com/v/4w7p.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Local Authors Fair. Local authors bring
their books to promote independently and sell outside of book-
store. 5850 Eubank NE. 11am-1pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026.
alibi.com/v/4v77.

TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Taste the Blood of Pete
and Unforseen Book Signings. Scott S. Phillips and Sarah Bartsch
sign their newest novels. 2012 South Plaza NW. 4pm. ALL-AGES!
242-7204. alibi.com/v/4w9b.

ART
CERRILLOS STATION, CerrillosOpening Reception for Dan Boldman.
The local artist shows his exquisite landscapes. Musical guest, “Brother”
E. Clayton West performs classic R&B and original tunes. Runs through
6/26. 15 First Street. 4-7pm. 474-9326. alibi.com/v/4vtd.

FORM & CONCEPT, Santa Fe In Process: Jewelry Artist Talks.
Bunny Tobias, Charles Greeley, Brian Fleetwood and Debra Baxter
discuss their jewlery work and demonstrate different parts of their
process. 435 S Guadalupe. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/4uyg.

GALLERY 606 Beautiful Gardens Opening Reception. Paintings
of gardens, flowers, both realistic and abstract. Runs through 5/31.
606 Broadway SE. 5pm. ALL-AGES! 453-0423. alibi.com/v/4vr1.

JAN’S ART SHOP Adjacent Aspects Opening Reception. Ostensibly
psychoanalytical paintings by Sheldon Richards. Runs through 7/27.
3107 Eubank NE. 3-7pm. ALL-AGES! 508-0299. alibi.com/v/4tw6.

THE SOURCE Fitness, Fashion and Beauty. Women-owned busi-
nesses come together and showcase their wares. 1111 Carlisle SE.
11am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 205-0350. alibi.com/v/4w92.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Mikado. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $19-$22.
7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/5 listing.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE Steam. A
classic Harold structure performance from the student improv
team. 8-8:45pm. alibi.com/v/4vsj. Also, The Show. 100 Gold SW.
9-10pm. See 5/5 listing. 404-1578.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
6921 Montgomery NE. $12-$15. 7:30pm. 13+. See 5/5 listing.

KIMO THEATRE The Sexy Liberal Resistance Tour. Stephanie
Miller, John Fugelsang and Frangela discuss politics in a
humorous way. 423 Central NW. $50-$150. 8-10pm. 18+.
(917) 783-1051. alibi.com/v/4u32. See Event Horizon.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Auditions for American Idiot
the Musical. 6320 Domingo NE. 9am-1pm. 18+. See 5/5 listing.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts The Illusionists: Live
From Broadway. 203 Cornell NE. $35-$80. 2pm, 8pm.
ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing. See Event Horizon.

VISTA GRANDE COMMUNITY CENTER, Sandia Park Einstein, A
Stage Portrait. 15 La Madera. $15-$20. 7:30-9:45pm. ALL-AGES!
See 5/5 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE The Importance of Being Earnest.
2900 Carlisle NE. $18-$22. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/5 listing.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Educating Rita. 4904 Fourth
Street NW. $18-$25. 7:30pm. 18+. See 5/5 listing.

SONG & DANCE
CASA RONDEÑA WINERY, Los Ranchos Dreaming of Midsummer:
Music of the Far North. Enjoy a concert by The Chamber Chorus of
Coro Lux as well as hors d’oeuvres and two glasses of wine.
733 Chavez NW. $50. 3-4:15pm. 21+. 256-7286. alibi.com/v/4v52.

HISTORIC OLD TOWN Live Music Performances. The Squash
Blossom Boys peform bluegrass. 303 Romero NW. 7-9pm. See
5/5 listing.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
8pm. See 5/5 listing.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS E11evation. 4121 Cutler NE.
$6-$10. 7-8:10pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/5 listing.

LODGE AT SANTA FE, Santa Fe Fifth Annual Mayhem Burlesque
and Variety Show. Indulge and enjoy the avant-garde, dangerous
and delicious performances of burlesque and more. 750 N St.
Francis Dr. $15. 9-11pm. 21+. 231-3803. alibi.com/v/4u7x.

VAN LOON GALLERY, Santa Fe Flight: An Intimate Evening with
Asliani. Bilingual visionary hip-hop artist Asliani performs improv-
isation and shares her written work including new songs. 612 Agua
Fria. $18-$20. 8pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/4v8j.

SUNDAY MAY 7
ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Focus on Youth
Opening Reception. An opening for the annual juried high school
photography exhibition in partnership with the APS Fine Arts
Department. Runs through 6/4. 1-4pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/4ukj.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Mikado. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $19-$22.
2-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/5 listing.

BOW & ARROW BREWING Bard Crawl: Twelfth Night.
Shakespeare’s comedy about mistaken identities leading to
even weirder love triangles. 608 McKnight NW. 1:30-4:30pm.
21+. 247-9800. alibi.com/v/4wdv. See Event Horizon.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
6921 Montgomery NE. $12-$15. 2pm. 13+. See 5/5 listing.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco Guest Performance.
Authentic Spanish cuisine, beverages and Flamenco performances
from world-class flamenco performers Adrian Santana, “La Popi”
and members of Yjastros. 800 Rio Grande NW. $20-$30. 6-8pm.
ALL-AGES! 222-8797. alibi.com/v/4osx.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts The Illusionists: Live
From Broadway. 203 Cornell NE. $35-$80. 1pm, 6:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 5/4 listing. See Event Horizon.

VISTA GRANDE COMMUNITY CENTER, Sandia Park Einstein, A
Stage Portrait. 2-4:15pm. ALL-AGES! Also, 15 La Madera.
$15-$20. 7:30-9:45pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/5 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE The Importance of Being Earnest.
2900 Carlisle NE. $18-$22. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 5/5 listing.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Educating Rita. 4904 Fourth
Street NW. $18-$25. 7:30pm. 18+. See 5/5 listing.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Lights, Camera, Bells. Enchantment Albuquerque Handbell
Ensemble performs movie theme songs. 310 San Pedro NE. $10.
4pm. ALL-AGES! 818-8214. alibi.com/v/4w9p.

CASA RONDEÑA WINERY, Los Ranchos Dreaming of Midsummer:
Music of the Far North. 733 Chavez NW. $50. 3-4:15pm. 21+.
See 5/6 listing.

CIVIC PLAZA Al Hurricane: A Tribute to the Legend. Local musicans
honor the local legend by performing his pieces live. Featuring
Al Hurricane Jr, Jerry Dean, Tiny Morrie, Baby Gaby and Matthew
Martinez. 1 Civic Plaza. Noon-5pm. alibi.com/v/4vhh.

ELDORADO HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Albuquerque Concert Band’s Third Annual Ensemble Concert.
Albuquerque concert band members and other musicians from
around Albuquerque perform in small groups. 11300 Montgomery NE.
3-4:30pm. 866-9481. alibi.com/v/4vhf.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH The Creation. New Mexico
Philharmonic performs Joseph Haydn’s greatest masterpiece.
314 Lead SW. $25-$45. 3-5pm. 369-8228. alibi.com/v/4w0s.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
6pm. See 5/5 listing.

LAS PUERTAS Chatter Sunday. Performances of Kaija Saariaho’s
Cloud Trio, Kevin Puts’ Seven Seascapes, Peter Maxwell Davies’
Sea Eagle and Claude Debussy’s Sunken Cathedral. 1512 First
Street NW. $5-$15. 10:30-11:30am. alibi.com/v/4vhg.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Albuquerque
Philharmonic Orchestra. Includes works by Rimsky-Korsakov,
Liszt, de Falla and Marque conducted by Gabriela Garza Canales.
1701 Fourth Street SW. Donations encouraged. 2-3:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 433-7445. alibi.com/v/4t5a.

MONDAY MAY 8
WORDS
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY The Lyin’ Dog. An interactive
game show where three storytellers tell two true and one fake story
and the audience votes to determine the liar. 3503 Central NE.
$5. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 254-7716. alibi.com/v/4lji.

TUESDAY MAY 9
WORDS
INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Pueblo Book Club. Explore
Storyteller by Leslie Marmon Silko, who created the collection
by weaving together family photographs, short stories and poetry
influenced by the rich storytelling tradition of her home, the
Pueblo of Laguna. 2401 12th Street NW. 6-8pm. 843-7270.
alibi.com/v/4tcb.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Anat Cohen and Trio Brasiliero.
Israeli born clarinetist-saxophonist plays jazz with Brazilian trio.
210 Yale SE. $25-$30. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/4ptj.
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BY HOSHO MCCREESH

I
love eating alone. Take a book, sit for a
couple hours, have an expensive meal, a
drink … in a hectic work week, it’s a slice of
heaven. But I also love eating with a crowd,
be it a get-together or an event. And Pars
Cuisine, a Persian/Mediterranean restaurant
tucked in just off I-25, is definitely the spot for
the latter. Pushing through the seemingly
typical exterior, you’re transported to an oasis
rife with traditional rugs, floor tables with
sitting pillows, and draping fabrics—even an
indoor fountain. If that doesn’t have you
feeling like a sultan, the large and varied
menu will. And while we didn’t have any
belly dancers during our dinner, they do host
them, so call ahead. 
The meal was a contrast between exotic

expectations and the warm comforts of the
familiar. In fact, if you think in the right
terms, what seems like exotic dining can
quickly become a lot more approachable for
the average joe diner. Granted, the
colonialism of the past has influenced
international cuisines but, with the right eyes,
dishes that feel scary or exotic at first blush
can become less so simply when breaking
them down to how they’re made and what
they’re made of. 
When it came to a drink, I went out on a

limb. Doogh traditionally comes either

carbonated ($3.50) or not ($3.25), and is a
savory yogurt-based drink—but not in the
American sense. What looks like a glass of
cold milk freckled with herbs ends up verging
on bitter with the subtlest suggestion of mint
and salt. It’s probably not a drink for
everyone, but it’s certainly worth trying just to
say you have. If it’s sweet you want, or
caffeine, take the Turkish coffee ($5)—an
espresso-sized sip that is powerful sweet, with
serious coffee punch. It comes with a little
hunk of Turkish Delight and will surely wake
you up in the mornin’.
To eat, we started with the Mazeh

combination ($15). The greatest hits album of
appetizers, it offers seven staples, including:
dolmas (stuffed grape leaves), a luscious,
garlicky hummus dotted with either saffron or
paprika, hunks of a mellow feta and some
terrific kalamata olives. There were also a few
falafel, and a ramekin of shirazi salad (a bright,
cold veggie salad that isn’t unlike pico de
gallo), and the yogurty, cucumbery goodness
of their mast o khiyar. We were sad to miss out
on the kashk o bademjoon, but perhaps it’s the
wrong season for eggplant. The whole platter
was lined with pita triangles, and it was the
perfect amount for the group to start with.
The vegetarian fesenjoon ($12) was a thick

mash of walnuts and pomegranate, ground
down to a paste and dolloped over rice. The
tart fruit was a bright, slightly citrus note

Pars Cuisine

4320 The 25 Way NE #100
(505) 345-5156

http://www.parscuisine.us/
Hours: Mon-Thu 11am–9pm, Fri-Sat 11am–10pm,

Sun 5pm–9pm
Vibe: A sultan’s oasis of sitting pillows (and regular
tables), draped fabric and even an indoor fountain
Alibi Recommends: Turkish coffee, tabouli salad,

Pars kabob feast for you and your friends

FOOD | RestAuRAnt RevieW

against the sturdy, buttery protein of the nuts.
The portion was more than generous, and a
testament to finding big flavors with just a few
supplies while still satisfying choosy palates. 
To avoid having to settle on one or two

kababs, we took the Pars kabab feast ($82) —
a sampling of five different ones. Skewers of
barg (filet mignon), chicken breast, a lamb
kabab, plus joojeh kabab (Cornish game hen),
and kabab koobideh (maybe skirt steak?) filled
a giant tin platter—with loads of rice, grilled
onions and bell peppers, tomatoes, all atop a
slab of naan that soaked up all the the juices.
The generous pilaf of basmati rice had either
dried pomegranate seeds, currants or some
other tart regional berry, and was plenty for a
tableful plus a few leftovers. The lamb was
moist and subtle; the filet mignon smoky and
paired well with the slight char on the grilled

veggies. The chicken breast had some spice
but hardly anything a native New Mexican
would worry over, and the Cornish game hens
shared the taste and texture of the more
familiar chicken wing. Everything was
delightfully fresh and similar enough to dishes
we all knew that no one need fret. Consider
our horizons expanded.
For dessert, it was halva ($5). Think peanut

brittle—only with pistachios instead and a lot
less sugar. The earthy flavor of sesame and
honey, speckled with raw pistachios gives this
dish the right balance of crunchy and chewy
and was the perfect end to our meal. It’s a
pleasant reminder that dessert doesn’t have to
be sugar or chocolate or caramel, and need
not simply be some sliced fruit either. 
The world has relied on a handful of basic

ways to add heat to food to prepare meals
through the centuries. In the simplest terms,
it’s more the regional spices and ingredients
than techniques that separate provincial
French from, say, American Southern comfort
food. Cooking is cooking in many ways. Of
course, delicious details are why we eat at new
places and try new things. So the next time
you and your friends are hungry for anything
but the same old thing, step into Pars Cuisine,
and step out of the ordinary—comfortable in
the knowledge that it’ll probably be a lot more
familiar than you thought. a

A Citizen of World Cuisine
Pars balances the exotic and the comfortable

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHYChicken kebab Turkish coffee
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I-25 CORRIDOR

PLUM CAFE ASIAN GRILL
4959 Pan American W Fwy NE, 433-3448 •
$$

[Asian, Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai] Plum Cafe
Asian Grill serves a mix of Chinese, Vietnamese
and Thai food that’s a familiar favorite in
Albuquerque. Plum uses the order-at-the
counter model, but the dining area is spacious
and elegant. Plus, its location in the Century Rio
complex is right on the money for folks looking
for a bite before or after a movie. Most dishes
can be made vegetarian. The tama cod, battered
and crispy, is glazed in a tamarind sauce that
would appeal to orange chicken fans. The Thai
yellow curry is creamy and expertly spiced, but
you can always ask to have the heat adjusted. 

MIDTOWN

THE GRILL
4615 Menaul NE, 872-9772 • $$

[American] Phil Chavez is offering up his
familiar burgers, chicken, dogs, steaks and
condiment bar at The Grill. Crispy shoestring
fries and the mesquite flavor of the grill give the
Papa, Mama and Little Rascal burgers a nice lift.

NOB HILL

NOB HILL BAR & GRILL
3128 Central SE, 266-4455 • $$$

[American, Bar and Grill/Pub, Fine Dining] If
you like your comfort food with a gourmet twist,
it’s here. Nob Hill Bar & Grill boasts meatloaf
(crowned with smoked bacon) and burgers
(American kobe). The appetizers and classic
cocktails alone are worth the visit. Cheese sticks
encrusted in nuts and miso-seared ahi tuna on
wontons go down swimmingly (Did we mention
the saltwater aquarium?) with a signature
cocktail or an organic ale. A few vegetarian
entrées, decent hours, a full bar, and a comfy
but chic atmosphere make Nob Hill Bar & Grill a
mainstay in the neighborhood.

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL
3500 Central SE, 255-8781 • $$$

[Italian, Fine Dining] The surprising thing about
Scalo is that it’s simultaneously more fancy and
less expensive than you’d think. It’s just as
breezy and classy as ever in its high-ceilinged
dining room. All of the bottles on the wine list
are half-price on Monday nights, and there’s
free, live music in the bar. Try their Bloody Mary
bar on the weekends or their Sunday brunch.
There’s plenty of fresh-pressed espresso to sip
with it.

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

I LOVE SUSHI TEPPAN GRILL
6001 San Mateo NE, 883-3618 • $$

[Japanese, Sushi, Asian] I Love Sushi
maintains that rare combination of quality and
value with sushi that’s very fresh, amply
portioned and reasonably priced. If raw isn’t
your deal, anything involving tempura (like the
New Mexico roll with crazy-hot fried green chile
strips) is a real treat. Or sit at one of the teppan
tables and watch the pros sizzle up your choice
of ingredients a few inches away from your
plate. What we said about tempura also applies
to dessert, so be sure to end your nutrient-
dense dinner with a softball-sized scoop of ice
cream that’s been batter-dipped and fried.
Mmm ... fried.

Chowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising

Come On
Baby
Light My
Grill
DOWNTOWN

ANATOLIA TURKISH
MEDITERRANEAN GRILL
313 B Central NW, 242-6718 • $

[Middle Eastern, Greek/Mediterranean,
Asian] A lengthy menu boasts down-home
Turkish and Mediterranean eats. Not only is the
staff friendly, but also extremely knowledgeable
and excited to share their opinions of the best
dishes. With a variety of meat and vegetarian
dishes, anyone can leave this local gem totally
satisfied. 

BROTHERS MEXICAN GRILL
521 Central NW, 247-0380

[Mexican] A quaint Mexican restaurant in the
hub of downtown Albuquerque. The walls are
lined with large photos from the owner’s
hometown creating a homey vibe, and the
friendly staff is quick to make conversation or
offer menu suggestions. Be prepared for killer
red and green salsas, and don’t miss out on the
carne asada burrito. 

TUCANOS BRAZILIAN GRILL
110 Central SW, 246-9900 • $$$

[Latin American, Buffet/All-You-Can-Eat,
South American] Meat, meat, meat. All-you-
can-eat meat. And then there’s the salad bar.
This joint’s got more dead meat than you can
shake a chunk of meat on a stick at. From the
kill to the grill, Tucanos makes all your dreams
come true. That is, if you dream about meaty
hunks of marinated flesh sliced right at your
table. This lively, busy and fun Brazilian-themed
restaurant next to the Century 14 movie theater
is open late.

FAR NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL
10601 Montgomery NE, 294-9463 • $$$$

[Fine Dining, American] Wine flights are the
best way to try different selections without going
broke, and Savoy has some interesting choices.
They pair perfectly with the restaurant’s stunning
interiors and lovely New American dishes—
stovetop clam bake, grilled peach salad and the
house charcuterie plate. For dessert, there’s
praline-chocolate torte, house-made blackberry-
Chambord ice cream, cheese plates and, of
course, a glass of La Spinetta Moscato d’Asti. 

KEY:  $ = Inexpensive $8 or less  | $$ = Moderate $8 to $15  | $$$ = Expensive $15 to $20  | $$$$ = Very Expensive $20 and up  
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PACIFIC PARADISE TROPICAL
GRILL & SUSHI BAR

3000 San Pedro NE, Suite D, 881-0999 • $$
[Asian, Seafood, Sushi, Fusion] Well, aloha!
Artificial palm trees and beach murals wrap
around elevated booths that look over tables
with wicker chairs—there’s even a tiki bar and
walls paneled in bamboo. Fittingly, Pacific
Paradise serves up diverse cuisine from all
around the Ring of Fire. And the tropical ice
creams are dreamy, mild and almost savory. The
avocado ice cream is a calming end to a large
meal, while the plum wine ice cream is light and
slightly tart with chewy pieces of fruit.

RUBEN’S MEXICAN GRILL

9708 Candelaria NE, 294-1900 • $
[Mexican, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] A tiny,
L-shaped Mexican joint with a tiny, tempting
menu of tacos, tostadas and more. Order a
ceviche tostada and some tacos al pastor and
you’ll feel like you’re sitting on the beach of a
coastal Mexican getaway.

OLD TOWN

BACKSTREET GRILL

1919 Old Town NW, 842-5434 • $$
[Bar and Grill/Pub, New
Mexican] If you’re cruising
through Old Town, look no
further than this patio
dining restaurant,
pleasantly located
beneath a
spreading elm tree
on the east side of
Old Town.
Fantastic
hamburgers,
Mexican pizzas
and street tacos all
await your jaded
palate, and there’s
plenty of local beer
on tap to wash them
down with. Finally, a new
reason for locals to hit the
plaza. 

CENTRAL GRILL AND COFFEE
HOUSE

2056 Central SW, 554-1424
[Diner, New Mexican, American] Central Grill is
one of the crop of new diners that embraces the
aesthetic of yesterday’s greasy spoons while
offering house-made meals with high-quality
ingredients. It might be a little too cozy,
especially during the lunch rush, but if you go
during quieter hours the small space becomes
intimate and homey. Try the inside-out burger
with cheese cooked into the patty, or the
chilaquiles with fried tortilla wedges and your
choice of chile. 

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL

2031 Mountain NW, 766-5100 • $$$
[American, Fine Dining] Seasons’ rooftop patio
is one of our favorite wine-drinking destinations,
especially when it’s nice out. There are heaters
up there for chilly nights, the courtyard fountain
provides a calming gurgle, the view of the
mountains is great, and the happy hour menu
has outstanding dishes at more-than-
reasonable prices.

SOUTHEAST

ASIAN GRILL

5303 Gibson SE, 265-4702 • $
[Asian, Vietnamese, Chinese] It’s clear from
the sparse decor of Asian Grill’s large, clean
dining space that food is the priority. Other than

a television tuned to a sci-fi channel, there’s
little to distract from the business of eating.
Vietnamese specialties are a strong suit at
Asian Grill, and while many of the recipes are
carefully regional and authentic, there are also a
few plates that are experiments in fusion, such
as the ahi tuna steak. Other highlights include
Malaysian street grilled chicken and pineapple
beef.

EAST MOUNTAINS

LAZY LIZARD GRILL

12480 State Highway 14 N, 281-9122
[Bar and Grill/Pub] A lively bar frequented by
the snowboarder crowd, the Lizard offers up a
fine selection of locally brewed beer. La Cumbre,
Marble and even Blue Corn are all well
represented, along with labels from all over the
country. The food isn’t much to leave town for,
but it’s still a fine spot to toss back a few
chicken wings and listen to a local band tear it
up. 

RIO RANCHO

CAZUELA’S MEXICAN GRILL AND
BREWERY

4051 Sara SE, 994-9364 • $$$
[Brewery, Dessert,

Mariscos/Mexican Seafood,
Mexican, Steakhouse]
Cazuela’s Mexican Grill &
Brewery offers a wide
selection of cocktails,
wine and award-
winning house brews.
The outdoor patio can
seat up to 300
people for parties.
Cazuela’s serves
breakfast, lunch and
dinner with options
that include Mexican
seafood, as well as

steaks, soups and salads.
They offer daily specials on

both food and drinks, and live
music is played on Fridays and

Saturdays. Happy Hour is one dollar
off all drinks from 2-6pm every day.

SANTA FE

SAN FRANCISCO ST. BAR & GRILL

50 E. San Francisco, #3, (505) 982-2044 •
$$

[New Mexican] Stuffed atop a gaggle of
galleries, San Francisco St. Bar & Grill stares
down onto Santa Fe’s famous plaza from a
large, lofty perch above Häagen-Dazs. Make sure
to snag a table by the huge windows for a bird’s
eye view of Texas tourists while you enjoy one of
San Francisco St.’s famous hamburgers and a
Silver Coin ’rita. This is the ideal downtown
Santa Fe eatery if you’re in the mood for
something a little less New Mexican (though
you’ll still find enchiladas on the menu) and
there are options for everyone—vegetarians, too.

TAOS

GUADALAJARA GRILL

1384 Paseo Del Pueblo Sur, #8, (575) 751-
0063 • $

[Mexican, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] This
Mexican joint boasts an extensive seafood
menu, but don’t let the lack of a nearby ocean
scare you off. The food at Guadalajara is
affordable, tasty and authentic, and the service
is fast, leaving you with plenty of time and
money to continue your journey through Taos. 

9

May 20 9-7pm 

May 21 9-5pm
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Creepy
Unsettling Japanese horror-hybrid knows how to make skin crawl

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

W
hat is creepy? Feel free to conjure up
concrete examples. But think about the
very definition of the word itself. What

is creepy? It’s different from scary, which is an
overt, immediate sense of fear. Creepy is more
a feeling of apprehension. It’s the nervous idea
that something (probably something bad) is
going to happen. It’s all in that root word:
creep. To creep is to move slowly with the
body close to the ground—on hands and knees
even. Scary doesn’t creep. It jumps right out at
you and yells, “Boo!” But that sort of fear
expires quickly. Scary is a short, sharp shock.
Creepy inches up on you slowly when you’re
not looking. Creepy sticks around. It’s no small
wonder then to find Japanese master of the
slow-burn creep Kiyoshi Kurosawa working his
sinister magic, once again, with his newest
horror offering, called—you guessed it—
Creepy.

Back in the ’90s, Kurosawa rose to fame on
a string of eerie, horror/crime films (Cure,
Charisma and Pulse being the best known).
Weird, existential and just left of completely
comprehensible, Kurosawa’s films depict a
decaying modern Tokyo unraveling under
various menaces (supernatural or otherwise)
that threaten to unseat the social order with
some sort of horrifying, chaotic truth hiding
just beneath the surface. Kurosawa’s films may
look, on the surface, like the twisty, highbrow
thrillers of Alfred Hitchcock—but it’s David
Lynch’s worms-beneath-suburban-lawns
horror-noir Blue Velvet with which they share
the most spiritual connection.

With Creepy Kurosawa introduces us to
Koichi Takakura (Hidetoshi Nishijima), a

former police detective who was injured on
the job (hunting serial killers, no less) and has
since retired. Some years later he and his wife,
Yasuko (Yuko Takeuchi), move to a less-than-
fashionable neighborhood in Tokyo, and
Koichi takes up a position as a university
lecturer in criminal psychology. Koichi soon
becomes bored with his sedate new life,
however, and finds himself casually
investigating a 6-year-old cold case involving
the mysterious disappearance of three
members from an ordinary Tokyo family.
Meanwhile, back at home, his lonely wife tries
introducing herself to her new neighbors—all
of whom prove to be strange and standoffish.
This is particularly true of Mr. Nishino
(longtime character actor Teruyuki Kagawa),
the Takakura’s unpredictable, secretive and
(need I say it?) creepy next-door neighbor.
That these two storylines will eventually
merge is hardly surprising. It’s a narrative
convenience that in most other stories would
seem lazy. But Kurosawa’s universes are just off
enough from reality that it feels somehow
dreadfully inevitable.

Based on the mystery novel of the same
name by Yutaka Maekawa, Creepy isn’t
Kurosawa’s tidiest, tightest narrative. Plot
twists are head-snappingly unexpected, and
certain characters behave in ways that aren’t
entirely justified by the film’s esoteric

REEL WORLD
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explanations. (Seriously, nobody in their right
mind is wandering down into that basement.)
And at about 2 hours and 10 minutes, Creepy
does put the slow in slow-burn. Still, taken as
a whole, the film has an undeniably unsettling
quality to it. 

Longtime fans of Kurosawa may recognize a
more than incidental similarity between the
serial killer at the heart of this film and the
villain of his 1997 breakthrough Cure. But it’s
not the first time Kurosawa has seen fit to
repeat himself. In 1998 he directed back-to-
back films Serpent’s Path and Eyes of the
Spider—both of which starred Shô Aikawa as a
father exacting bloody revenge for the death of
his daughter, both of which followed similar
stories to differing ends. 

Creepy isn’t as darkly troubling as Cure. It’s
also not as philosophical as Charisma or as
mind-bending as Pulse. But, as it slowly reveals
itself to viewers, it makes the most of its long-
simmering atmosphere of tension and dread.
The pedestrian suburban settings are just
down-market enough to discomfit. The
soundtrack is just quiet enough to cause every
tiny footstep to be amplified to unsettling
volume. Our boy Nishino never tips his hand,
making you question whether he’s just socially
awkward or a complete psychopath.
Kurosawa’s entire world is off by enough
degrees that you wouldn’t be surprised to see it
spin off in any insane direction on a moment’s
notice. Although, in the end, Creepy shies
away from clear psychological and
supernatural resolutions, it still provides
enough unwholesome suggestions to make you
look askance at your fellow man. And if you
happen to be searching for a good definition of
the word creepy ... hoo-boy, has this film got
you covered. a

Rogue History
In honor of Star Wars Day on May 4 (“May the
fourth be with you!”), the New Mexico Museum
of Natural History and Science will host a
special screening of Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story in its Lockheed Martin DynaTheater. The
film will show at 6pm on Thursday, May 4, at
6:30pm on Friday, May 5, and at 6pm on
Saturday, May 6. On Saturday there will be a
full day of fun family activities planned in the
museum’s atrium starting at 2pm. These
activities are free with museum admission. You
can learn about space and how it relates to the
Star Wars universe at hands-on discovery
stations. Build your own straw rocket, construct
Star Wars action figures and more. There will be
an adult trivia contest from 2:45 to 3:15pm.
Stormtroopers and other characters from the
501st Legion will be on hand for photo ops from
2 to 4pm. Dressing up in costumes is “strongly
encouraged.” For more info, go to
nmnaturalhistory.org.

Holiday With History
The National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701
Fourth Street SW) will celebrate Cinco de Mayo
with a special screening of the historical epic
Cinco de Mayo: La Batalla. This 2013 film,
directed by Rafael Lara, recounts the story of
the 1862 Battle of Puebla, the most important
military conflict in Mexican history. Defending
the city, General Ignacio Zaragoza’s army of
2,000 men won an unlikely victory against a
supposedly unbeatable French force of over
6,000. This film is presented in Spanish with
English subtitles as part of the Bank of America
Theatre’s Free Thursday Film Series. Admission
is totally gratis. Tickets need to be picked up at
the box office starting one hour before
showtime, which starts at 7pm.

The Art of Movies
Over the last few years, Alibi’s Midnight Movie
Madness screenings at the Guild Cinema have
partnered up with several local artists to create
limited-edition
“tribute”
posters for
classic cult
films. Typically,
these posters
have only been
available at
select Guild
Screenings.
But now local
artists Jon
Sanchez and
Jeremy
Montoya are
hosting a
special exhibit
of some of
these handmade, screenprinted movie posters
at Tractor Brewing Company’s Nob Hill Tap
Room (118 Tulane SE). Conveniently enough, it’s
right across the street from the Guild Cinema.
Among the fan favorite films inspiring these
colorful artworks are Labyrinth, The Lost Boys,
Mars Attacks!, The Big Lebowski, Maximum
Overdrive, Rocky Horror Picture Show, Pet
Sematary, The Craft, 2001: A Space Odyssey
and more. An opening reception will take place
Friday, May 5, from 7 to 9pm. Beers will be
flowing and live music will come courtesy of
Keith Sanchez. If you can’t make it to the
opening, the artwork will stay up until June 1, so
check it out. a

Creepy
Directed by Kiyoshi Kurosawa

Starring Hidetoshi Nishijima

Yuko Takeuchi, Teruyuki Kagawa

Unrated

Opens Friday 5/5

Nope, looks like a perfectly happy suburban potluck to me.
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Write On!
The Writer’s Guild of America and the

Association of Motion Picture and Television
Producers averted a potential union strike,
coming to terms on a new contract on May 2.
This means, of course, that your favorite shows
are no longer in danger of dropping off the
airwaves. The last Hollywood writer’s strike lasted
for 100 days from November 2007 to February
2008. It caused all scripted shows on TV to shut
down and wreaked particular havoc with late-
night talk shows. (Jay Leno, for example,
soldiered on—writing all of his own material for
more than a month.) Primetime ratings during
the period of the strike dropped by 6.8 percent.
Unlike last time there were few hardcore sticking
points between the two sides. Back in 2007
writers were fighting to get their cut of “new
media” like digital downloads, internet streaming
and the like. With this new contract, which
constitutes a three-year deal, writers will get more
money in the Guild’s health plan and higher
script fees on shows with short seasons. With
cable and steaming services going for far shorter
seasons these days, a lot of writers found
themselves failing to qualify for union benefits.
New rules now set 2.4 weeks as the definition of
“work” needed to qualify for episode fees.

You’re Out!
FOX’s generally well-received sports drama

“Pitch” got a late-in-the-game cancellation earlier
this month. The series focused on the first
woman, a pitcher, to play Major League Baseball.
The show ran for 10 episodes, from Sept. 22 to
Dec. 8 of last year. The editors of TV Guide
placed the show at number four in their top ten
most anticipated shows of last season. It debuted
with a solid 4.23 million viewers and closed out
its freshman season with a still-credible 2.89
million viewers. Unfortunately, executive
producers Kevin Falls and Dan Fogelman

confirmed via social media on May 1 that the
show would not be getting a second season.

Grow Up!
NBCUniversal Cable Entertainment Lifestyle

Networks President (welcome to corporate
America, people) Frances Berwick recently
announced that the company’s preschool
network, Sprout, would be rebranding itself as
Universal Kids this September. The underage
network will expand its reach to include kids 6 to
11. Content will now include shows from
DreamWorks Animation Television and
“unscripted originals” (reality shows, that is)
starting with “Top Chef Junior.” Preschool
programming will continue during the day, but
will be bolstered with new(ish) content,
including DreamWorks’ “All Hail King Julien”
and “DreamWorks Dragons: Riders of Berk.”
Future shows will include the award-winning
international fantasy series “Nowhere Boys,” the
Australian kiddy show “Little Lunch,” tween
dance drama “The Next Step” and “Hank Zipzer”
(based on the kids’ book series written by Henry
Winkler). Universal Kids will go live on Sept. 9.

Don’t Talk With Your Mouth
Full
Comedian/ventriloquist (but mostly just

ventriloquist) Jeff Dunham is expanding his TV
empire with a food show. “Incredible Edible
America With the Dunhams” will feature
Dunham and his wife Audrey (who, I guess, is a
“food blogger”) traveling the country and getting
paid to eat “over-the-top edible creations” like
yard-long sandwiches and donut ice cream. Good
work if you can get it. The show—which
allegedly features “Jeff Dunham’s signature sharp
wit combined with Audrey Dunham’s culinary
knowledge”—is scheduled to premiere Monday,
June 5, on Food Network. a

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

some sort of weird “reverse porn”
station. Basically every Lifetime Original
Movie seems like the setup for a porn
film—only instead of sleeping with
bored suburban housewives and their
families, various sexy stereotypes
(sorority girls, substitute teachers,
cheerleaders, stepdads, stepmoms,
pool guys, etc.) try to kill them instead.

Of Unknown Origin (TCM 12:30am)
Peter Weller (Robocop, The Adventures
of Buckaroo Banzai) stars as a
homeowner trying to renovate his New
York townhouse—only to find himself
locked in a battle to the death with a
big rat. No, really. This weird but
watchable creature feature is directed
by George P. Cosmatos (who would go
on to make Rambo: First Blood Part II,
Cobra and Tombstone). 

SUNDAY 7

“Disney’s Fairy Tale Weddings”
(Freeform 6pm) Are you looking for
ways to increase the cost of your
wedding by thousands of dollars? “The
Bachelor” alumni Ben Higgins and
Lauren Bushnell are here to show you
the “one-of-a-kind weddings and
magical engagements” available at
Disney destinations around the globe.
Goofy is a Unitarian Universalist pastor,
don’t you know?

“2017 MTV Movie & TV Awards”
(MTV2/VH1/Spike/TV Land/BET
6pm) Adam Devine (of “Workaholics”)
hosts. Pitbull performs live on stage.
And this year’s Generation Award goes
not to an individual performer, but to

the entire Fast & Furious franchise. ...
Yeah, sounds about right.

“The Last 100 Days of Diana” (KOAT-7
8pm) The last 100? Yeesh, couldn’t
you have trimmed it down to 50 or
so? I mean, some of those days—
surely—she spent sitting at home
doing nothing but reading fashion
mags or something.

MONDAY 8

“Dear Mama: An Event to Honor
Moms” (VH1 8pm) Anthony
Anderson will prank his mom,
Ludacris will pay tribute to his mom
and Maxwell will sing to his mom. Also
Robin Thicke will show up to talk mom
stuff about the lady who birthed him.
And you thought celebrities didn’t love
their mothers. Shame on you.

TUESDAY 9

Norm MacDonald: Hitler’s Dog, Gossip
& Trickery (Netflix streaming
anytime) Norm MacDonald’s new
standup special seems to be touching
on some interesting topics.

WEDNESDAY 10

“Bong Appétit: Marijuana Mother’s
Day Feast” (Viceland 8:30pm) Chef
Abdullah Saeed whips up the mega-
stoner meal of your mom’s dreams.
Cause your mom’s a hesher. I know it.
a

THURSDAY 4

“Girl Starter” (DFC 6pm) A group of
young female entrepreneurs compete
against one another in this reality
series to win $100,000 and launch
their own innovative business idea. So
... “Shark Tank,” but with all women.

FRIDAY 5

“The Mars Generation” (Netflix
Streaming anytime) Self-professed
“space nerds” at Space Camp chase
their dreams of going to the Red
Planet in this new documentary
series.

Dennis Rodman’s Big Bang in
Pyongyang (Reelz 6pm) This movie
chronicles former NBA player Dennis
Rodman’s unlikely friendship with
North Korean dictator Kim Jong-Un—
and his plan to improve international
relations by staging a basketball
game between the US and the
isolated communist nation. Guess it
didn’t work.

SATURDAY 6

Deadly Sorority (Lifetime 6pm) I’m
starting to realize that Lifetime is

TV News
Tidbits from around the dial
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Grow House
Barely in time for 4/20 comes this weed-smoking comedy
written and directed by hip hop producer DJ Pooh. It’s about two
stoners who decide to start a medical marijuana company. It
stars Snoop Dogg as himself and Malcolm McDowell as “Dr.
Doobie.” I wish to Jesus that weren’t true. R. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

How To Be A Latin Lover
Dumped after 25 years of marriage, a man who made a career
out of seducing rich older women finds himself living with his
estranged sister and learning to appreciate the value of family.
This Spanglish comedy stars Mexican icon Eugenio Derbez
(Instructions Not Included), south-of-the-border import Salma
Hayek and American actors Rob Lowe, Kristen Bell, Michel Cera
and Rob Corddry. In English and Spanish with English subtitles.
115 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

Kong: Skull Island
Tom Hiddleston, Samuel L. Jackson, Brie Larson, John C. Reilly,
John Goodman, freakin’ everybody shows up on an uncharted
Pacific island trying to solve the mystery of its isolation—only to
discover its primary inhabitant is a hundred-foot-tall ape with
anger issues. Between this silly fun creature feature and the
recent reboot of Godzilla, Legendary Entertainment is hoping to
launch their own giant monster franchise. 120 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Lost City of Z
Charlie Hunnam, Robert Pattinson and Sienna Miller (three
decent, but hardly exciting actors) star in this “true-life” drama
about a British explorer who disappeared while searching for a
mysterious lost city in the Amazon, circa 1920. David Grann’s
book of the same name was a huge best-seller, and onetime
Martin Scorsese wannabe James Gray (Little Odessa, The Yards,
We Own the Night) writes and directs with a newfound sense of
classicism. The whole exercise feels more workmanlike than
epic. But it looks beautiful in a Werner Herzog kind of way. 141
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown)

Phoenix Forgotten
That “found footage” horror film about the Phoenix Lights you’ve
been waiting 20 years for has finally showed up. Seems that a
group of teenagers disappeared while investigating the rather
boring phenomenon. Luckily, this shaky video camera footage
chronicles the final hours of their fateful expedition. No-name
cast includes Florence Hartigan, Luke Spencer Roberts, Chelsea
Lopez, Justin Matthews and Clint Jordan. Weirdly enough, Ridley
Scott helped produced it. 80 minutes. PG-13. (AMC
Albuquerque 12, Century Rio)

Power Rangers
TV-to-movie nostalgia hits ’90s kids with this big budget reboot
of the loooong-running Saban series that basically steals all its
special effects from old Japanese TV shows. In it, some high
school kids are infused with unique superpowers, get color-
coordinated outfits and fight giant space aliens (led by
Elizabeth Banks). Unfortunately, the film spends an awful lot of
time dealing with angsty teenage melodrama. It’s like everybody
involved was too embarrassed to get out and, you know, fight
those giant space aliens. When the action finally does arrive, it’s
fun and flashy—even though it’s swamped in that “realistic”
grimdark monochrome of Batman v. Superman: Dawn of
Justice. Seriously, Hollywood, make with the color again! 124
minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

The Promise
Oscar Isaac, Christian Bale, Shohreh Aghdashloo and James
Cromwell star in this historical drama attempting to shed light
on the Armenian Genocide of 1915. Isaac plays an Armenian
medical student caught in a love triangle between an Armenian-
born woman raised in France (Charlotte Le Bon, The
Hundred-Foot Journey) and an American journalist (Bale) during
the final years of the Ottoman Empire. It’s a noble and
seemingly factual attempt to highlight a forgotten chapter of
world history—but the film proves to be an uneasy mix of brutal
war story and soapy love story. 132 minutes. PG-13. (Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Smurfs: The Lost Village
Neil Patrick Harris and Hark Azaria gracefully bow out of this all-
animated take on the Smurfs. Seems that, for this go-around, a
mysterious map sends Smurfette and her tiny blue pals on a
journey through the Forbidden Forest to discover “the biggest
secret in Smurf history.” Parents are advised to dump the kids
and run. 89 minutes. PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

The Transfiguration
A lonely, movie-obsessed teenage orphan in Brooklyn (Eric
Ruffin) is convinced he’s a vampire who needs to kill and drink
blood in order to survive. Is he correct or just crazy? He finds an
unexpected friendship in an abused neighbor girl (Chloe
Levine), but is it enough to quell his (perhaps imaginary)
bloodlust? This downbeat, low-key debut film from Michael
O’Shea namedrops dozens of its predecessors (from Nosferatu
to Let the Right One In). It fails to surpass most of them, but it’s
got it’s own indie film energy. Reviewed in v26 i17. 97 minutes.
Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

OPENING THIS WEEK

Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me
This 1999 sequel to Austin Powers: International Man of
Mystery finds superspy Austin Powers (Mike Myers) going back
in time to stop Dr. Evil (Mike Myers) from stealing his mojo. 95
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 5/9 at Flix Brewhouse)

Cowboy Drifter
This shot-in-New-Mexico drama stars character actor Chelcie
Ross (“Mad Men,” Drag Me to Hell) as a tormented,
downtrodden man who has lost his family and sets out to find
the blameworthy father he hasn’t seen in 30 years. Will he find
the source of his troubles and will it help him win back those he
has lost? Written and produced by Chuck Carrington. Cast and
crew will be on hand for this special screening. 104 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Saturday 5/6 at Guild Cinema)

Creepy
Reviewed this issue. 130 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 5/5
at Guild Cinema)

The Death of Louis XIV
Based on extensive medical records and the memoirs of the
Duke of Saint-Simon, this “wry neoclassical chamber drama”
attempts to recreate the final days of King Louis XIV. Wounded
while on a hunting trip in 1715, the dying king is surrounded by
doctors and counselors who mob his bedside trying to figure
out what will happen in the impending power vacuum. Noted
French new wave icon Jean-Pierre Léaud (The 400 Blows) stars
as Louis XIV. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Friday 5/5 at Guild Cinema)

The Dinner
This darkly comic indie thriller/social satire, based on the novel
by Herman Koch, consists of one increasingly uncomfortable
meal at a fancy eatery. Richard Gere, Laura Linney, Steve
Coogan and Rebecca Hall star as frenemy couples on a double
dinner date. As the night meal goes on and secrets slip out, it
changes from a class-based comedy to nasty psychological
thriller. Flashback alleviate some of the staginess of it all—but
add to the narrative muddle. 120 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 5/5
at Century 14 Downtown)

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2
Well-meaning space rogues Star-Lord (Chris Pratt), Gamora
(Zoe Saldana), Drax (Dave Bautista), Groot (Vin Diesel) and
Rocket (Bradley Cooper) are back trying to save the galaxy. This
time around, they’ve got the added wrinkle of unraveling Star-
Lord’s true parentage—in the form of an anthropomorphized
planet known as Ego (played by Kurt Russell). 136 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Thursday 5/4 at Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Century Rio)

Saturday Night Fever
John Travolta’s 1977 star turn returns to theaters, just in time for
its 40th anniversary. This darker-than-you-remember drama
about life in disco-dancing New York City holds up surprisingly
well. 118 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 5/7 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Working Classroom Student Showcase:
Social Issue Short Films
Working Classroom and South Valley Academy seniors have
partnered with local non-profits to create short films about
issues impacting their communities. Topics include youth
homelessness, racial and language discrimination in healthcare,
dress code policy, mental illness, standardized testing and
more. In English and Spanish with English subtitles. 75 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Saturday 5/6 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

Alive and Kicking
This foot-stomping documentary takes an intimate, insider’s
view of the nostalgic swing dance world. Though it captures the
musical history, the film is most concerned with the modern-day
practitioners of the art—from senior citizens to teenagers—and
the way in which they use dance as an expression of joy and
happiness, despite whatever troubles they are facing in their
lives. 84 minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

Baahubali 2: The Conclusion
Director S.S. Rajamouli finally delivers part two of his epic
Indian fantasy from 2015. When we last left Mahendra
Baahubali (Prabhas), 10th century super-warrior and long-lost
son of the king of Mahishmati, he had defied the evil emperor
and rediscovered his long-lost heritage. Here, he engages in a
whole bunch more massive, bloody fights involving swords,
spears, chariots, horses, elephants, you name it. This one’s
billed as the most expensive Indian film ever made (at $40
million). In Telugu or Tamil with English subtitles. 171 minutes.
Unrated. (Movies West, Century Rio)

Beauty and the Beast
Disney’s animated classic from 1991 gets the live-action
remake treatment. (Soon, all will submit!) Emma Watson from
the Harry Potter series takes over as Belle, the bookish heroine

who finds herself falling for a hairy prince (Dan Stevens from
“Downton Abbey”). Ewan McGregor, Ian McKellen and Emma
Thompson are among the stars voicing various animate
household objects. It looks and sounds gorgeous—but, yes,
you’ve seen it all before. 129 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14 Downtown)

Born in China
Saturday, April 22, is Earth Day—meaning, it’s time for
Disneynature to release another family-friendly animal
documentary. These things are short on education and long on
“awww”s. This one heads to the wilds of China to watch a
panda bear, a golden monkey and a snow leopard deal with
various adventures that center of the struggle to survive though
the seasons. John Krasinski (“The Office”) provides the sunny
narration. 76 minutes. G. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Boss Baby
In this oddly conceived CGI toon from DreamWorks Animation, a
suit-wearing, briefcase-carrying infant (voiced by Alec Baldwin)
is assigned by Baby Corp. to infiltrate the household of
prepubescent Tim (Miles Christopher Bakshi) in order to spy on
his parents. Seems Mom and Dad work for Puppy Co., and the
company’s evil CEO has a secret plot to replace people’s love
for babies with a love for puppies, and ... Seriously, this film
makes very little sense. If the idea of Alec Baldwin saying
“Cookies are for closers!” sends you into paroxysms of laughter,
this is the film for you. Reviewed in v26 i13. 97 minutes. PG.
(Flix Brewhouse, Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

The Circle
Though it looks familiar (Eagle Eye, Enemy of the State), this
high-tech drama is based on the paranoia-filled 2013 novel by
Dave Eggers. Emma Watson stars as a recent college grad who
goes to work for a powerful tech company called “The Circle.”
There, she uncovers a nefarious plot on the part of the
company’s seemingly kindly boss (Tom Hanks) to gather 24/7
surveillance information on every person in the world. Bill
Paxton, Karen Gillan and Glenne Headly costar. 110 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Colossal
Cult filmmaker Nacho Vigalondo (Timecrimes, Extraterrestrial)
writes and directs this wonderfully odd sci-fi comedy about a
New York party gal (Anne Hathaway) whose boyfriend (Dan
Stevens) gets fed up with her drunken shenanigans and tosses
her out on her ear. She ends up back in her dinky hometown
where she crosses paths with an old childhood friend (Jason
Sudeikis). Lest you mistake this for a romantic comedy, our
heroine soon discovers that her late-night benders correspond
perfectly to the mysterious appearance of a giant monster
rampaging its way through Seoul, Korea. Told you it was odd.
109 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

The Fate of the Furious
This eighth entry into the hyperbombastic Fast and Furious
franchise finds car thief turned hero Dominic Toretto (Vin Diesel)
shockingly double-crossing his mixed family of
spies/thieves/superheroes/whatever they’re supposed to be for
evil terrorist Charlize Theron. The increasingly crowded cast
includes Dwayne Johnson, Jason Statham, Michelle Rodriquez,
Tyrese Gibson, Ludacris, Kurt Russell, Luke Evans and Scott
Eastwood. Fans, of course, will go ape shit. 136 minutes. PG-
13. (Century 14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque
12, Century Rio)

Get Out
Jordan Peele (of “Key and Peele” fame) writes and directs his
first feature, a timely and rather subversive horror-comedy twist
on The Stepford Wives. A young African-American man named
Chris (Daniel Kaluuya, Sicario) visits his new Caucasian
girlfriend’s liberal parents (Bradley Whitford and Catherine
Keener) in their upscale country estate. The family and their lily-
white neighbors seem weirdly, condescendingly friendly. Is Chris
being paranoid or is there something strange going on? Peele
skillfully combines twisty thrills with savvy satire for a satisfying,
action-packed genre mash-up. Reviewed in v26 i9. 103
minutes. R. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Gifted 
Chris Evans (you know, Captain America) stars as a single man
trying to raise his precocious, orphaned nice, Mary. When the 7-
year-old turns out to be a math prodigy, however, her guardian
gets sucked into a contentious custody battle with his
formidable mother (Lindsay Duncan, “Sherlock”). Marc Webb
(500 Days of Summer, The Amazing Spider-Man) directs.
Reviewed in v26 i15. 101 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Going in Style
This remake of a 1979 comedy of the same name finds three
well-aged pals (Morgan Freeman, Michael Caine and Alan Arkin)
plotting to rob a bank after their retirement funds are stolen by
shady bankers. Zach Braff (star of “Scrubs,” director of Garden
State) directs. 96 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Unforgettable
Rosario Dawson and Katherine Heigl star in this Lifetime
Original Movie-ish thriller about a woman who sets out to make
life hell for her ex-husband’s new wife. 100 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

SECOND RUN

The Belko Experiment
James Gunn (Tromeo and Juliet, The Specials, Slither, Guardians
of the Galaxy) writes and Greg McLean (Wolf Creek) directs this
gory horror thriller about 80 American office workers locked in a
high-rise corporate office in Bogotá, Colombia, and ordered by
an unknown voice to start slaughtering one another or everyone
dies. This twisted variation on Battle Royale isn’t as
psychologically and socially prescient as it wants to be, but the
bloodshed is amusingly exhilarating. John C. McGinley, Tony
Goldwyn, Michael Rooker and Sean Gunn star. 88 minutes. R.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

CHIPS
For fans of goofy TV-to-movie reboots like Charlie’s Angels,
Starsky & Hutch, 21 Jump Street, The Dukes of Hazzard,
S.W.A.T., The A-Team (and others) comes another ’70s/’80s
flashback. Dax Shepard (hubby to Kristen Bell and star of ... he
was in Idiocracy) writes, directs and stars in this campy action
comedy about motorcycle cops in California. Michael Peña (End
of Watch, Ant Man) comes along to replace Erik Estrada.
Baywatch is next! 100 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

A Dog’s Purpose
Lasse Hallström (My Life as a Dog, Hachi: A Dog’s Tale) directs
this movie about a dog who tries to discover his purpose in life
over the course of several lifetimes and owners. Every time he
dies, you see, he’s reincarnated as another dog. In other words:
It’s a feel-good movie about a dog who dies. Repeatedly. Josh
Gad voices the dog. Based on the novel by W. Bruce Cameron.
120 minutes. PG. (Movies West, Movies 8)

The Great Wall
Zhang Yimou (Hero, House of Flying Daggers, Curst of the
Golden Flower) directs this effects-heavy period fantasy flick.
Matt Damon leads a group of mercenaries into ancient China
looking for black powder and gets embroiled in a fight involving
the Great Wall. Turns out it was built not to keep out Mongols,
but hordes of giant monsters. It’s not the director’s finest hour,
but it’s pretty as hell and there’s an epic amount lot of action.
103 minutes. PG-13. (Movies West, Movies 8)

John Wick: Chapter 2
Keanu Reeves shot back into relevance with 2014’s hard-
hitting, stripped-to-the-bone, out-of-nowhere action flick John
Wick. This second outing amps things up a bit for Reeves’ titular,
light-lipped assassin, but—between Reeves’ grimly stone-faced
performance and the film’s near-balletic bloodshed—still
manages to achieve the same level of pure pulp poetry. 122
minutes. R. (Movies 8)

The LEGO Batman Movie
Fans of 2014’s The LEGO Movie (and there are plenty) are, no
doubt, salivating at the prospect of a spinoff concentrating on
Will Arnett’s hilariously self-obsessed crimefighter. This time
around, Bruce Wayne finds himself dealing with a wave of
criminals in Gotham City (including, but not limited to, Zach
Galifianakis’ Joker, Jenny Slate’s Harley Quinn, Conan O’Brien’s
Riddler, Doug Benson’s Bane and Billy Dee Williams’ Two-Face).
On top of that, our hero’s learning to accept the responsibility of
his recently adopted ward, Dick Grayson (Michael Cera). No, it’s
not as profound as its predecessor. But damned if it isn’t
ridiculously fast-paced fun. 104 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Logan
Hugh Jackman returns as Logan/Wolverine in this X-Men
spinoff. Loosely based on the Old Man Logan comic book series
by Mark Millar and Steve McNiven, this brutal, bruising drama is
set in a post-apocalyptic future in which mutants have all but
dwindled out of existence. A not-so-well-aged Wolvie is busy
hiding out in the Mexican desert and taking care of a senile
Professor X (Patrick Stewart) when a mysterious preteen mutant
(Dafne Keen) with a serious connection to our claw-popping
hero shows up needing his help. Stripped down, bleakly
imagined and properly bloody, this superpowered Western is a
stark, satisfying stand-alone. 137 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Split
M. Night Shyamalan—on something of a roll after 2015’s
surprisingly good, stripped-down thriller The Visit—casts James
McAvoy (X-Men: First Class) as a psycho killer with 24 distinct
personalities. In order to escape his death dungeon, three
young women must seek out and exploit the “nice” personalities
inside of him, while avoiding the “nasty” ones. Sure, there’s a
twist to it all, but Shyamalan expertly delivers enough
psychological gimmickry and nerve-jangling scares to give this
claustrophobic little frightener a solid base before the big—and
completely unexpected—reveal. 117 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)
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FILM | TIMES wEEk oF FrI., MAY 5-ThurS., MAY 11

   AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias SW • 

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Sun 10:00am,
11:00am, 12:30, 1:00, 2:00, 3:30, 4:00, 5:00, 6:30,
7:00, 8:00, 10:00; Mon 11:00am, 12:30, 2:00, 3:30,
5:00, 6:30, 8:00, 9:30; Tue 11;00am, 12:30, 1:00,
2:00, 3:30, 4:00, 5:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 10:00; Wed
11:00am, 12:30, 2:00, 3:30, 5:00, 6:30, 8:00, 9:30;
Thu 11:00am, 1:00, 2:00, 4:00, 5:00, 7:00, 8:00,
10:00

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Sun 10:30am, 12:00,
1:30, 3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30, 9:00, 10:30; Mon
12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00; Tue 10:30am, 12:00, 1:30,
3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30, 9:00, 10:30; Wed-Thu 12:00,
3:00, 6:00, 9:00;

How To Be A Latin Lover Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30,
7:15, 10:00; Mon 11:00am, 1:35, 4;10, 6:50, 9:30;
Tue 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00; Wed 11:00am,
1:35, 4;10, 6:50, 9:30; Thu 11:00am

The Circle Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:35, 4:10, 6:50, 9:30
The Fate of the Furious Fri-Sun 10:00am, 1:00, 4:05,

7:10, 10:20; Mon 12:10, 3:10, 6:15, 9:15; Tue
10:11am, 1:00, 4:00, 7:10, 10:20; Wed 12:10, 3:10,
6:15, 9:15

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Sun 11:15am, 1:10, 4:00,
6:50, 9:45; Mon 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 8:20; Tue
10:15am, 1:10, 4:00, 6:50, 9:45; Wed 12:30, 3;30,
6:30, 9:20

Phoenix Forgotten Fri-Sun 9:45; Mon 12:00, 2:20, 4:30,
6:45, 9:00; Tue 9:45; Wed-Thu 12:00, 2:20, 4:30,
6:45, 9:00;

Smurfs: The Lost Village Fri-Sun 10:45am, 1:00, 3;15,
5:30; Mon 11:45am, 2:00, 4:15, 6:30, 8:45; Tue
10:45am, 1:00, 3;15, 5:30; Wed-Thu 11:45am, 2:00,
4:15, 6:30, 8:45

The Boss Baby Fri-Thu 11:15am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:45, 9:15
Power Rangers Fri-Sun 10:30am, 1:20, 4:15, 7:20,

10:15; Mon 1:10, 4:00, 6:45, 9:30; Tue 10:30am,
1:20, 4:15, 7:20, 10:15; Wed-Thu 1:10, 4:00, 6:45,
9:30

Get Out Fri-Sun 7:45, 10:15; Mon 11:30am, 2:00, 4:30,
7:00, 9:30; Tue 7:45, 10:15; Wed 11:30am, 2:00,
4:30, 7:00, 9:30

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

The Dinner Fri-Sun 10:55am, 1:45, 4:45, 7:40, 10:30;
Mon-Wed 10:55am, 1:45, 4:45, 7:40; Thu 10:55am,
1:45

Saturday Night Fever Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Sat 11:25am,

12:55, 2:45, 5;15, 9:25, 10:40; Mon-Thu 11:25am,
12:55, 2:45, 5:15, 6:55

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Sun 10:45am,
11:45am, 12:15, 2:00, 3:35, 4:10, 6:05, 6:55, 7:25,
8:00, 8:30, 9:00, 10:15; Mon 10:45am, 12:15, 2:00,
3:35, 4:10, 6:05, 7:25; Tue 10:45am, 12:15, 2:00,
3:35, 4:10, 6:05, 7:25, 8:00; Wed-Thu 10:45am,
12:15, 2:00, 3:35, 4:10, 6:05, 7:25

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Mon 12:00, 3:05, 7:05,
10:10; Mon-Thu 12:00, 3:05, 7:05

Colossal Fri-Sun 11:15am, 2:05, 4:50, 7:45, 10:35;
Mon-Wed 11:15am, 2:05, 4:50, 7:45; Thu 11:15am,
2:05

How To Be A Latin Lover Fri-Sun 11:05am, 1:50, 4:35,
7:20, 10:05 Mon-Thu 10:05am, 1:50, 4:35, 7:20

The Circle Fri-Sun 11:35am, 2:15, 4:55, 7:35, 10:20;
Mon-Thu 11:35am, 2:15, 4:55, 7:35

The Lost City of Z Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:55, 7:15, 10:25;
Mon-Thu 12:30, 3:55, 7:15

Born in China Fri-Sat 11:30am, 1:40, 4:20, 7:00; Sun
11:30am, 1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:10; Mon-Wed 11:30am,
1:40, 4:20, 7:00; Thu 11:30am, 1:40, 4:20

The Fate of the Furious Fri-Sat 12:45, 2:55, 4:05, 7:30,
10:45; Sun 12:45, 4:05, 7:30, 10:45; Mon 11:10am,
12:45, 2:25, 4:05, 5:45, 7:30; Tue 11:10am, 12:45,
2:25, 4:05, 7:30; Wed 12:45, 4:05, 7:25; Thu
11:10am, 12:45, 2:25, 4:05, 7:30

The Boss Baby Fri-Sun 11:20am, 1:55, 4:30, 7:10,
9:40; Mon-Thu 11:20am, 1:55, 4:30, 7:10

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri 10:15am,
11:25am, 1:45, 2:55, 3:30, 5:15, 6:25, 8:45, 9:55,
10:30; Sat 10:15am, 1:45, 3:30, 5:15, 6:25, 8:45,
9:55, 10:30; Sun-Mon Tue 10:15am, 11:25am, 1:45,
2:55, 3:30, 5:15, 6:25, 8:45, 9:55, 10:30

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Sat 9:15am, 9:40am,
10:50am, 12:00, 12:35, 1:10, 2:20, 4:05, 4:40, 5:50,
7:00, 7:35, 8:10, 9:20, 11:05, 11:40; Sun-Thu
9:15am, 9:40am, 10:50am, 12:00, 12:35, 1:10, 2:20,
4:05, 4:40, 5:50, 7:00, 7:35, 8:10, 9:20

Baahubali 2: The Conclusion Fri-Wed (In Tamil)
10:25am, (In Telugu) 2:20, 6:15, 10:10; Thu call for
showtimes

Saturday Night Fever Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
How To Be A Latin Lover Fri-Wed 10:00am, 1:00, 4:00,

7:00, 10:00; Thu call for showtimes
The Circle Fri-Wed 11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 7:45, 10:40;

Thu call for showtimes
Phoenix Forgotten Fri-Wed 8:15. 10:45; Thu call for

showtimes
Born in China Fri 10:00am, 10:45am, 1:10, 3:35, 6:00;

Sat 10:45am, 1:10, 3:35, 6:00; Sun-Mon 10:00, 1:10,
3:35, 6:00; Tue 1:10, 3:35, 6:00; Wed 1:10, 3:35,
6:00; Thu call for showtimes

Unforgettable Fri-Wed 10:10am; Thu call for showtimes
Gifted Fri 11:10am, 1:55, 4:40, 7:25, 10:10; Sat

11:10am; Sun 11:10am, 10:10; Mon 11:10, 1:55,
4:40, 7:25, 10:10; Tue 11:10am, 1:55, 4:40, 7:25,
10:10; Wed 11:10, 10:10; Thu call for showtimes

The Fate of the Furious Fri-Wed 9:25am, 11:05am,
12:45, 2:25, 4:05, 5:45, 7:25, 9:05, 10:45; Thu call
for showtimes

Going in Style Fri-Wed 11:10am, 1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 9:50;
Thu call for showtimes

The Boss Baby Fri-Wed 10:50am, 1:35, 4:20, 7:05,
9:50; Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Wed 9:30am, 12:45, 4:00,
7:15, 10:30; Thu call for showtimes

Kong: Skull Island Fri-Wed 1:20, 4:25, 7:30, 10:35; Thu
call for showtimes

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Sun 5:00, 5:30,
8:30; Mon-Thu 5:00, 5:30

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri 10:00am, 11:00am,
11:30am, 12:00, 12:30, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 6:00,
7:00, 7:30, 8:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30;
Sat-Sun 10:00am, 11:00am, 12:00, 12:30, 1:00,
1:30, 2:30, 3;30, 4:00, 4:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30,
8:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30; Mon
10:00am, 11:00am, 12:00, 12:30, 1:00, 1:30, 2:30,
3;30, 4:00, 4:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00, 8:30,
9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30; Tue 10:00am,
11:00am, 12:00, 12:30, 1:00, 1:30, 2:30, 3;30, 4:00,
4:30, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00, 8:30, 9:45, 10:00,
10:30, 11:00, 11:30; Wed-Thu 10:00am, 11:00am,
12:00, 12:30, 1:00, 1:30, 2:30, 3;30, 4:00, 4:30,
6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00, 8:30, 9:30, 10:00,
10:30, 11:00, 11:30;

The Circle Fri-Thu 10;00am, 3:15, 6:00, 11:50
Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me Tue 7:00
The Fate of the Furious Fri-Thu 1:15, 4:45, 8:45, 11:45
The Boss Baby Fri-Thu 10:00am, 12:30
Beauty and the Beast Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:30, 8:45,

11:45

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

The Death of Louis XIV Fri-Mon 3:00, 5:30
Creepy Fri-Mon 8:00
Cowboy Drifter Sat 10:30; Sun 12:30
Working Classroom Student Showcase: Social Issue
Short Films Sat 1:00

Alive and Kicking Tue-Thu 4:30, 6:30
The Transfiguration Tue-Thu 8:30

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Thu 3:30, 6:30,
9:30

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Thu 10:30am,
11:10am, 11:45am, 12:00, 12:30, 12:40, 1:30, 2:10,
2:50, 3:40, 3:45, 4:30, 5:10, 5:50, 6:50, 7:00, 7:30,
8:10, 8:50, 9:50, 10:15, 10:30

The Circle Fri-Wed 11:00am, 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00 Thu
call for showtimes

How To Be A Latin Lover Fri-Wed 11:45am, 2;20, 4:55,
7:30, 10:05 Thu call for showtimes

The Fate of the Furious Fri-Wed 10:55am, 1:25, 4:15,
7:15, 10:15; Thu call for showtimes

The Boss Baby Fri-Wed 11:05am, 1:55, 4:25, 6:45,
9:05; Thu call for showtimes

Beauty and the Beast Fri-Wed 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30,
7:15, 9:20, 10:00; Thu call for showtimes

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

The Great Wall 3D Fri-Thu 3:50, 10:10
The Great Wall Fri-Thu 12:50, 6:50
The Belko Experiment Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:40, 5:20, 8:00,

10:25
Split Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:30, 6:40, 9:40
CHIPS Fri-Thu 2:30, 5;10, 7:50, 10:30
Logan Fri-Thu 11:30am, 3:00, 6:30, 10:00
John Wick: Chapter 2 Fri-Thu 12:10, 3:10, 6;20, 9:30
The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Thu 11:50am, 1:20, 4:10,

7:00, 9:50
A Dog’s Purpose Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:20, 5:00, 7:40,

10:20

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

The Great Wall 3D Fri-Thu 11:10am, 4:30, 9:50
The Great Wall Fri-Thu 1:50, 7:10
Baahubali 2: The Conclusion Fri-Thu 11:30am, 3:30,

7:50
The Belko Experiment Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:10, 4;40,

7:00, 9:40
Split Fri-Thu 12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 10:20
CHIPS Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:20, 4:50, 7:30, 10:30
Logan Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:20, 6:40, 10:00
The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:40, 4:20,

7:20, 10:10
A Dog’s Purpose Fri-Thu 11:50am, 2:30, 5:00, 7:40,

10:15

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Thu 11:40am,
2:40, 7:00, 10:00

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Thu 11:00am, 12:20,
3:20, 4:00, 6:20, 7:40, 10:25

Grow House Fri-Wed 12:25, 3:00, 5:20, 7:50, 10:10; Thu
12:25, 3:00

How To Be A Latin Lover Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:20, 5:20,
8:20

The Promise Fri-Thu 9:00
Born in China Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:30, 4:00, 6:30
Unforgettable Fri-Thu 8:50
The Fate of the Furious Fri-Thu 12:25, 3:40, 6:55, 10:10
Going in Style Fri-Thu 12:40, 3:20, 6:10, 8:45
Gifted Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:10, 5:45, 8:25
The Boss Baby Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:15, 5:50, 8:30
Power Rangers Fri-Thu 11:25am, 2:30, 5:40
Beauty and the Beast Fri-Thu 11:05am, 2:15, 5:25,

8:35
Kong: Skull Island Fri-Wed 11:10am, 2:10, 5:10, 8:10;

Thu 11:10am, 2:10

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

Closed for the semester

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

Closed for the semester.
Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

210 Yale SE  |  505.268.0044  |  Student discounts and Rush tickets available!  |  TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE: OUTPOSTSPACE.ORG

ARLEN ASHER 
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION CONCERT

NM multi woodwind 
maestro with quartet & 
guests

ROUND MOUNTAIN 
+ TAKSIM  
Santa Fe Global Folk Duo 
+ Middle Eastern jazz fusion

GERALD CLAYTON 
TRIO
Multi-Grammy-nominated 
jazz pianist

ARMANDO ORTEGA & 
WAGOGO
New Mexico singer- 

guitarist & dance-groove 
band 

THUR

MAY

4

FRI

MAY

5

THUR

MAY

11

SAT

MAY

13

7:30PM

7:30PM

7:30PM

7:30PM
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19 & 20MAY
 $8 General / $6
(Students with i.d.s)

COLOSSAL

TUESDAY, MAY 9 AT 7:00 PM 

Please visit WBTickets.com and enter the code: 

AlibiArthur to receive a screening pass for two.
While supplies last.

RATED PG-13 FOR SEQUENCES OF VIOLENCE AND ACTION, SOME SUGGESTIVE CONTENTAND BRIEF STRONG LANGUAGE. 
Please note: Passes are limited and will be distributed on a first come, first served basis while supplies last. No phone calls, please. Limit one pass per 
person. Each pass admits two. Seating is not guaranteed. Arrive early. Theater is not responsible for overbooking. This screening will be monitored for 
unauthorized recording. By attending, you agree not to bring any audio or video recording device into the theater (audio recording devices for credentialed 
press excepted) and consent to a physical search of your belongings and person. Any attempted use of recording devices will result in immediate removal 
from the theater, forfeiture, and may subject you to criminal and civil liability. Please allow additional time for heightened security. You can assist us by 
leaving all nonessential bags at home or in your vehicle.

INVITES YOU AND A GUEST TO A  

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF

IN THEATERS MAY 12
Soundtrack Available Now     KingArthurMovie.com   #KingArthur 
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

BY AUGUST MARCH

H
ey hey, night fights day/ There’s food for
the thinkers/ And the innocents can all
live slowly/ All live slowly/ My, my, the

sky will cry/ Jewels for the thirsty/ And the
guilty one’s can all die slowly/ All die slowly/
And all the world is biscuit-shaped/ It’s just for
me to feed my face/ And I can see, hear, smell,
touch, taste/ And I’ve got one, two, three,
four, five/ Senses working overtime … “Senses
Working Overtime,” by XTC, from the album
English Settlement.

Reasons to go see a show this week (as if
you really need one, dearest fellow concert-
goer): As summer approaches the nights get
shorter and the days stretch out into languid
evenings. Nighttime is at a premium and it’s
where all the action is, so go get some now,
before you find yourself back in the midst of
another forlorn winter. Further, music
certainly provides food for thought. While it
might be easy to envision the musical world as
a big chunk of food designed to feed your head,
your heart and your belly—and it certainly is
something that should therefore be glorified—
we at Alibi central continue to maintain that
by focusing on the best, maintaining due
diligence and continuing to operate in the
middle of things while still considering the
edges of one’s path, you can make your sensory
indulgences certain and sublime without
having to work overtime.

Thursday
Thursday’s a good enough night to get lost
within, says the magically lo-fi, studiously
arcane and symbol-laden announcement for
the show at Sister (407 Central NW) on May
4. That’s when L.A. Witch—a trio that
proclaims its affinity for and parallels to
another, darker time on the Left Coast—will
be headlining a show that also includes action
from Phoenix-based pop rockers Pro Teens.
Additionally, some of this town’s most
awesome local rock acts will be providing
support. While L.A. Witch invokes the heady
combination of sacred and profane cultural
mojo that came out of late 1960s Los Angeles,
their music is not nearly as retro as their
promotional materials imply, but rather a
combination of languorous folk-rock conceits,
shoe-gaze style vocals and haunting harmonies
following plangent guitar-playing fantasias.
Check out songs like “Heart of Darkness” or
“Get Lost” for the details, you devils. I’m not
sure how they ended up on tour with Pro
Teens. Although both share a love of the lo-fi
as well as a round and reverb-soaked guitar
prominence that alludes to the world of
dreams, they’re otherwise very divergent.
Locals Train Conductor (Will Byrne, James

Sturgis and Andy Ward) make searching,
swarthy and sumptuous psych rock while Tear
Pressure, who opens, have taken Burque by
storm with their no-nonsense no wave
niceties. Taking this 21+ trip to the land of
floating flowers in the vibrating vacuum of
psychedelic experience only costs a Lincoln
and begins at 9pm. If you ever come down
you’ll want to tell all your friends how much it
rocked and how they ought to try it too.

Friday
Although the mindset and perceptions
encountered during the so-called psychedelic
experience can be illuminating or damning—
depending on one’s personal point of view—
experiencing jazz can be a totally different
kind of head trip. Some aficionados of the
genre attest to the fact that they enter a sort of
trance while on the jazz train. This effect is
made even more formidable if cool jazz is being
played. When players jam to progressions that
involve seconds, sixths, thirds and ninths,
listeners can be guaranteed of an alluring aural
experience that stretches sonic boundaries and
begs one to ask for more. Getting your fill of
this so-called jazz music has never been easier
in this town, thanks to the folks over at
Entourage Jazz. Led by vocalist Emerson
Corley and featuring some of the premier
musicians around town, the ever-evolving
ensemble has helped redefine jazz—and its
audience in our humble burg. Entourage,
featuring the subtly shocking sounds of the
likes of pianist Roger Baker, bassist Maren
Hatch, drummer John Bartlit and guitarist
Dimi DiSanti, has a gig on Friday, May 5 at
Hotel Andaluz (125 Second Street NW).
They’ll be laying down standards and favorites
from the big book of traditional and cool jazz;
it’s music that one can dance to or just sit and
contemplate as time goes by and dinner
appears from the hotel’s superior scullery.
Entourage begins their weekend journey into
jazzland beginning at 7pm. It’s free to join
them for this 21+ soulful sojourn, by the way.
But if you do wander off into a trance, make
sure and tell the waitstaff it’s the music and
not the wine doing you a much sought-after
sonic solid.

Saturday
After all those doubly deep musical excursions
I suggested for Thursday and Friday, I believe
that Saturday will provide an opportunity to
return forcefully and formidably to planet
Earth for some good, old-fashioned, no holds
barred, simple and spectacular rocanrol music.
The venue next door to Alibi HQ, Sister (407
Central NW), is famous for its rock
proclivities, and they’ll be in full force on May
6 when The Bombpops play a show with local
legends—and honest-to-god, working-class

Burque’s Glory!
To me, they’re very, very beautiful

punks—Russian Girlfriends. You probably
already know heaps about the Girlfriends.
They’re poptastic, genuine and have skills that
kill, including the presence of one of the most
engaging rock front men this town has ever
seen—well since Jon Little of the Ant Farmers
was dancing and frolicking on the stage of
Launchpad all those years ago. For realz, Adam
Hooks’ singing and on-stage persona are well
worth the price of admission. And the rest of
the band ain’t slouches either. The guitar
playing of Ian Jarrell and Colin Dowell has a
surprising, melodically authentic punk gravitas
attached—while still being fun to listen to.
The band’s rhythm section (bassist Jeremy
Keith and drummer Sasha Horn) keep the
whole affair ahead of the rock and roll ball,
delivering beats that can be brutally big or
scathingly subtle. The Bombpops
meanwhile—an outfit outta San Diego—
balance and blast out their pop-based
pronouncements through the efforts of co-
frontwomen Jen Razavi and Poli van Dam;
they’re touring on the strength of their latest
recording on Fat Wreck Chords, Fear of
Missing Out. Don’t miss out on this
demonstration of local and regional punkified
power; $5 in advance or $10 at the door plus a
valid 21+ ID will get you into a show that goes
off at 9pm.

Sunday
If you are thinking of taking Sunday night off
to catch up on sleep, sobriety or summertime
sex, then forget about it. It may prove to be a
much nobler thing indeed to head on over to
Launchpad (618 Central SW) for one of the
most rocked out shows of the season. Get this:
Le Butcherettes will be making an
appearance—and presumably getting down to
their heavy Guadalajara sound—along with
local cultural treasures Leeches of Lore and
Prism Bitch. In a show that may very well
prove to be the most memorable recital of the
spring of 2017, Teri Gender Bender and
cohorts Pepe Chuy Salazar and Riko
Rodríguez-López are touring their new album
around the states. The work is called A Raw
Youth and features several rock notables
(including John Frusciante) embellishing and
illuminating Gender Bender’s peculiar punk,
confessional anthemics. The result is a deadly
and deconstructed vision of hard rock that is
fearless in its quest to break boundaries as it
adheres to a brutally honest vision of the band
and the world around them—circling,
screaming and gesticulating wildly through
sounds that are as fashionable as they are
freaky. This event is also yet another
opportunity to witness one of Burque’s great
bands, Leeches of Lore, before they disappear
into the mists of time. Prism Bitch, an
Albuquerque supergroup that counts totally
fine and fantastic bassist Lauren Poole and
vocalist Lilah Rose amongst its members,
opens this 21+, $12 gig with grungy goodness
and grooviness. Be there by 9pm if you want to
hear it all come apart and then re-appear like
some kinda musical magic, dudes.

Monday
Speaking of total freaks, let it be known that
madman deluxe Ty Segall has a show in
Burque on Monday, May 8, at Sister (407
Central NW). Segall is singular in his
approach to the singer-songwriter genre and
likes to tell music nerds all around this big
blue marble that his favorite band is
Hawkwind (you and Alibi Circulation Director
Geoffrey Plant, bud), but also shows distinct
yet purposely opaque influences as divergent as
The Byrds and Black Flag. His brand of lo-fi,
self-conscious and annoyingly abstruse pop is
definitely an acquired taste, but the results are
indeed often tunefully memorable in the same
way songs by Thee Oh Sees can get stuck on
repeat, even in this listener’s jaded head. The
music of Adult Beverage and Nuzzzle are to
be featured as opening acts. Adult Beverage, as
you may recall, is the project of that huge dude
who plays a mean guitar and writes an arch
song, Dillon Cullinan. Nuzzle, a new and local
rock project starts off the evening’s bill with a
hug. The concert begins at 8pm, requires a
21+ ID and has an admission price of $17. a

Teri Gender Bender COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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Compiled by Megan Reneau and Taylor Grabowsky. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY MAY 4
ABQ SUNPORT GREAT HALL The Tumbleweeds • Western swing,
honky tonk • 11am

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Chris Ravin •
variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, variety • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Aloud • Gerunding • Eileen and the In-
Betweens • indie • 9pm • FREE • 21+

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Still Closed For Repairs • Americana,
indie, folk • 6pm • FREE

THE CRAFTROOM Tres Pendejos • acoustic, reggae • 7pm • FREE •
21+

DIRTY BOURBON Ransom Rhodes • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

FILLING PHILLY’S Julian Dossett Trio • blues • 5pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies Night • DJ
Sider • country, Latin, New Mexican • 8pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Cynical Bird • rock, pop, Americana • 7pm •
FREE • 21+ • See Show Up!

LAUNCHPAD Three Bad Jacks • rock • Desert Loops • 8pm • $8 •
21+

MARBLE BREWERYMichael Moxey And The Easy Sinners • country,
alternative, rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Open Mic • 7pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Reverend E • rock • The Vagrants • blues •
6pm • FREE • 21+

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Geeks Who Drink • Let the Wookiee Win •
Star Wars trivia • 8pm • $5 • 21+

SISTER L.A. Witch • indie, lo-fi • Pro Teens • dream pop • Train
Conductor • Tear Pressure • 9pm • $5 • 21+ • See Show Up!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Jacob Metcalf • folk, singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Songwriter Open Mic • 7pm • FREE

FRIDAY MAY 5
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio RanchoMatthew Frantz •
pyschedelic folk • 4:30pm • Half a Shipwreck • variety • 7:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 5:30pm • Fair Trade Fusion • classic rock •
8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Shrewd • Silent Crush • metal, punk rock •
Punctured Muffler • 9pm • FREE • 21+

THE CRAFTROOM Burque Sol • reggae • 7pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Ransom Rhodes • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFT STATION Green Dolphin Street • Latin, jazz • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

GECKO’S BAR & TAPAS, Northeast Heights BellaDawn • dance,
rock • 8pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Entourage Jazz • jazz, big band • 7pm • FREE •
21+

JAM SPOT Pop Goes Punk • The Countdown • rock • Scarless •
metal • Right On Kid • pop punk • Pieces Of The Past • Kauses to
Become • Samwise • Decent Exposure • Phosephenes • hardcore,
metal, post rock • 7pm • $5 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD I’m Broken • Pantera tribute • Full Blast • Metallica
tribute • DogSmack • GodSmack tribute • Sons Of Icarus • Iron
Maiden tribute • 8pm • $7 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Concepto Tambor • Afro-Latin • 8pm • FREE •
21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Julian Dossett • blues •
7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Last Call • jazz, blues,
R&B • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Paul Hunton • singer-songwriter,
variety • 5pm • ALL-AGES! • Fritz and the Bluejays • rock, blues,
R&B • 8pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Jake Phillips • acoustic • 1:30pm • Odd
Dog • classic rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE The Surflords • surf rock • 5pm • FREE • 21+

THE PALACE RESTAURANT AND SALOON, Santa Fe Big K and
Blue Train • R&B, blues • 10pm

Q BAR Vanilla Pop • dance, variety • 10pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Hub City Sound System •
variety • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SANTA ANA STAR CASINO, Bernalillo ¡Reviva! • reggae, rock •
9pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER DJ Tony Touch • hip-hop • 9pm • $10 • 21+

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Cuarenta y Cinco • Latin, Spanish, country •
6pm • $10 • 21+ • Kinetic Fridays • DJ Poetics • variety • 9pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Ladies Night • DJ Knock •
hip-hop, EDM, pop • 9pm • $10 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO SWAG • jazz, blues, Motown • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Songwriter Showcase • Rachel Montenegro •
Bob Gibson • Blue Moon • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SATURDAY MAY 6
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Frank and Greg •
variety • 4:30pm • Pat Reyes Trio • jazz, pop • 7:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Murata • classic
rock, contemporary • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE The Riddims • roots, rock, reggae • Vibe
Strong • Funk Bac • DJ Jetti Nasty • 9pm • $5 • 21+

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

THE CRAFTROOM Brian McDaniel • Americana, indie, folk • 1pm •
The Gershom Brothers • folk, Americana • 7pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Ransom Rhodes • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE DJ Aztech Sol • Latin, salsa • 10pm • 21+

JAM SPOT Mr. Capone-e • Chicano rap • Mr. Chicano Thug • Lil
MIC • hip-hop, rap • CCE Boys • 2pm • $20-$100 • Dreddmaster •
Fear the Nothing • Staren Black • metal, rock • Extremist • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Comic Book Grrrls • Danger Doll • Holly Rebel • Joy
Coy • burlesque • 8pm • $10-$15 • See Event Horizon

LIZARD TAIL BREWING The Tylor Brandon Band • acoustic, country •
8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Na’an Stop • reggae, rock • Policulture • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Sol De La Noche •
Latin, global • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Richard Mittelstet •
singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Hogan and Moss • folk, roots •
3pm • Tyler T • Canyon Collected • folk, funk • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Western Hers • country • 1:30pm •
Cactus Slim & the Goatheads • blues, rock, folk • 6pm • FREE •
21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY Last Call • jazz, blues, R&B •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANTA ANA STAR CASINO, Bernalillo Alto Estilo • Latin, reggae,
soul • 9pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER The Bombpops • Russian Girlfriends • rock, punk • 8pm •
$5-$10 • 21+ • See Show Up!

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Vegas Nights • DJ Andy
Gil • EDM, hip-hop • 9pm • $5-$10 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Big K and Blue Train • R&B, blues •
6pm

THUNDER ROAD, I-40 exit 140 Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, roots,
rock • 9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Holly Durante • indie, singer-song-
writer • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY MAY 7
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The High Desert Playboys • country,
Americana • 3pm • FREE

THE CO-OP Affiance Says • Convictions • post hardcore • 7pm •
$10 • ALL-AGES!

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
10am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

JAM SPOT Stoner Jordan • hip-hop • Menace Roddman • 8pm •
$15 • ALL-AGES!

KELLY’S BREW PUB Higher Ground Bluegrass • folk, bluegrass •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Le Butcherettes • Leeches of Lore • Prism Bitch •
7pm • $12 • 21+ • See Show Up!

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid The Barbedwires • soul, blues •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL SWAG • jazz, blues, Motown •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Thunder From Down
Under • burlesque • 6pm •  9pm • $25-$50 • 21+

MONDAY MAY 8
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jim Jones •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

SISTER Ty Segall • garage, psychedelic • Adult Beverage • Nuzzle •
7pm • $17 • 21+ • See Show Up!

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Old-Time Jam Circle • Virginia
Creepers • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY MAY 9
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Open Mic • 6pm • 21+

DRAFT STATION Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Flash Flood • variety • 6pm • FREE • 21+

M’TUCCI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Ivan Rane • fingerstyle guitar • 7pm

SUNSHINE THEATER Me First and the Gimme Gimmes • pop
punk • Together Pangea • Kid Congo and the Pink Monkey Birds •
8pm • $20 • 13+

WEDNESDAY MAY 10
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Shane Wallin •
singer-songwriter • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

EL PATRON Schumann & Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 6pm • FREE •
21+

KELLY’S BREW PUB High Desert Playboys • country • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Bad Omens • metalcore • Bloodline • Under Exile •
Polyhedra • Aaralyn • 7pm • $12 • 13+

MARBLE BREWERY Thieves and Gypsys • indie rock • Port Alice •
rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Birds of Chicago • folk rock • 6pm •
$17-$22 • 21+
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THIS
THURSDAY!!!

Wednesday MAY 3 8:00pm Doors

Saturday MAY 6 8:00pm Doors

Thursday MAY 4 8:00pm Doors

Friday MAY 5 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday MAY 10 7:00pm Doors

Sunday MAY 7 8:00pm Doors

Thrusday MAY 11 8:00pm Doors

THE OBSESSED
KARMA TO BURN

LO PAN  BLACK MARIA

Friday MAY 12 8:00pm Doors

THREE BAD JACKS
DESERT LOOPS

LINCOLN COUNTY WAR

I'M BROKEN (PANTERA TRIBUTE)
FULL BLAST (METALLICA TRIBUTE)
DOGSMACK (GODSMACK TRIBUTE)

SONS OF ICARUS (IRON MAIDEN TRIBUTE)

COMIC BOOK GRRRLS!
DANGER DOLL  JOY COY

HOLLY REBELLE  JESSE JAMES

LE BUTCHERETTES
LEECHES OF LORE  PRISM BITCH

BAD OMENS
BLOODLINE  UNDER EXILE

POLYHEDRA  AARALYN

SAVE ARTS EDUCATION FUNDRAISER
PINK FREUD

FULL SPEED VERONICA
ROADSIDE DWELLERS  QUIETLY KEPT

Saturday MAY 13 8:00pm Doors

PRISM BITCH  CHICHARRA
THE TALKING HOURS  SUGARMOTOR

BALANCE AND COMPOSURE
FROM INDIAN LAKES  QUEEN OF JEANS
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YOU MUST INCLUDE 
“ALIBI” SOMEWHERE 
IN YOUR DESIGN. 

AN EXAMPLE OR TWO 
OF PREVIOUS WORK IS 
HELPFUL.)

ALL ALIBI BOXES 

REMAIN THE PROPERTY 

OF THE ALIBI. FINISHED 

BOXES WILL BE PLACED 

AT THE DISCRETION OF 

THE ALIBI. 

MAIL, DROP OFF OR 
EMAIL YOUR IDEA TO:

THE FINAL PIECE 
HAS TO BE  FUNC-
TIONAL AS AN ALIBI 
NEWS BOX : I.E., 
THE DOOR SHOULD 
BE ABLE TO OPEN 
AND CLOSE.

artbox@alibi.comartbox@alibi.comartbox@alibi.com

1 3

DEADLINE FOR IDEAS
IS: 5/19
FINAL MISSION DEAD-
LINE: 6/30
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The lowest prices for 
medical cannabis 

certifications! 

Walk-ins are welcome 
with medical records!

Call today (505) 200-9562

$65 for renewals
$99 for new patients

15% o! for all Veterans

*The Doc can sign all renewals (including PTSD) and most new patients (PTSD needs diagnosis within the last year). The Doc is 
a contracted employee. RGO cannot sign people up for the NMMCP.  ©2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.
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baked GOOds | Cannabis neWs by JOsHUa Lee

I
got my prescription card renewed at discount
by Dr. Karen over at a 4/20 shindig Seven
Clover (3800 Central SE) threw together. It
was pretty quick and painless for me, but I did
see a line starting to form on my way out. It’s
just another perk to being the early worm, I
guess. 
The good doctor’s nervous jaw clenched as

she scanned the gathering crowd, telegraphing
that she wasn’t expecting so many patients. It
spoke to the growing number of New
Mexicans out there who have taken the
plunge over the last year joining over 30,000
medical cannabis patients enrolled in
the program.

Martinez—The Veto
Machine
Fear not, dear reader. Gov.

Susana Martinez has your back.
How so? By vetoing three
different cannabis related
bills this session. (If you can’t
tell I’m being sarcastic, it’s
because I’m so vexed that the
vexation has interrupted
my ability to laugh at
anything, making my jokes
lifeless and dull.) 
The first two bills to suffer

from the governor’s vicious
stamp were related to the
production and research of
hemp, the virtually non-psychedelic
industrial version of cannabis, grown
specifically to have a low THC content. The
third was HB 527—the GOP-sponsored
medical cannabis expansion bill—which
would have added opioid dependency to the
list of qualifying conditions for enrollment and
would have forbade caregivers to deny
cannabis patients medical treatment (more on
this, later), along with a number of other
changes to the Lynn Pierson and Erin
Armstrong Compassionate Use Act, New
Mexico’s medical cannabis law.
Denying opioid dependency as a qualifying

ailment seems short-sighted and just plain
dumb, if anyone’s asking me, considering our
state’s particular troubles with opioid abuse
and the evidence that cannabis is useful as an
opioid addiction treatment. Ignoring any path
to treating this troubling epidemic seems
foolish.
But ignoring a need to protect cannabis

patients from being denied vital healthcare
due to the use of their medicine is borderline
monstrous. This issue became highlighted
nationally this month when CNN reported on
a patient in Maine who was denied an organ
transplant because his use of cannabis was
deemed a health risk.
A number of states (other than New Mexico,
of course) already have laws in place safe-

Green Flower
Versus Red Pen

guarding cannabis-users’ organs, thank
goodness.
To be fair, cannabis bills weren’t the only

ones to land on the chopping block.
Apparently, she vetoed 70 bills in one day! I
hope her hand is okay after all that stamping
and signing. (Cannabis is a great anti-
inflammatory. Maybe she should apply for her
card.)

Federal Money Used to Pay
for Cannabis

The New Mexico Crime Victims
Reparation Commission—a state program
that provides financial assistance to
victims of violent crime—was busted
by independent investigators with
the US Justice Department for
allowing federal grant money to be
used as reimbursement for cannabis
purchases. 

The Commission supplies
compensation to victims who
have “suffered physical injury or

extreme mental distress” as a
result of a violent crime
(defined by a list
including assault, battery,
manslaughter, kidnapping

and others) through grants
awarded by the federal
government. Expenses covered
by the program include medical

care and supplies.
The US Office of the Inspector General

released its report earlier this month, revealing
that $7,630 in federal grant money funded by
the Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) Assistance
Grant was spent over four instances to
reimburse victims for cannabis purchases.
The report concluded, however, that the error
was addressed by the organization, who
returned the funds. The audit stated that the
matter was “closed.”

O, Canada!
Did you hear the government of our nicey

neighbors to the north announced that they
are taking steps to legalize recreational
cannabis? According to Bloomberg, Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau is rushing to make
Canada the world’s leader in legal cannabis.
Trudeau said, “The reason we are choosing to
legalize and control marijuana is because the
current system is not protecting our kids, and
it’s right now easier for an underage
Canadian—a teenager—to buy a joint than it
is for them to get their hands on a bottle of
beer.”
Canada’s immigration website famously

crashed after it was announced that President
Donald Trump had been elected. I sure hope
they increased their server capacity since 
then …  a

GREENGRGRRRREEEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNGREEN

CBD Shop atCBD Shop at

Wyoming@Paseo in the La Cueva Town Center
505-856-2600

3600 Cutler Ave Ne

505-348-5599 

Sun-Th: 12-9pm

Fri-Sat: 12-10pm

Sat-Sun: 11-4pm

Mon-Fri: 10-7pm

Super Silver Haze, Spec Ops, Sour Punk and 

many other strains. 

www.SacredGardenNM.com

Fresh Premium Flower Available! 

1300 Luisa St Suite 1

505-216-9686

ALBUQUERQUE SANTA FE
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straIght dope | advIce from the abyss  by cecIl adams

Is a border adjustment tax
really just a plain old tariff?

What's the difference between a

border adjustment tax and a tariff?

The <>New York Times<ital> says a

BAT of 20 percent on imports would

“satisfy [President] Trump’s

protectionist impulses without

imposing punitive, and potentially

even more disruptive, tariffs." A tax is

a tax, right? How is a tariff punitive

while the BAT isn’t? 

—Frank Caplice

A tax is a tax? Maybe, Frank, and maybe not. In

trade, as in so many matters, our current

administration's eventual path is anybody's guess;

Team Trump made noises early on suggesting an

inclination toward protectionist tariffs, but

(naturally) details and follow-up have been

nonexistent. Some Republicans in Congress, on the

other hand, have done more of their homework, and

they're calling instead for a drastic overhaul of how

we tax businesses in the first place—which,

incidentally, might have many of the effects on our

trade balance Trump seems to want.

As economic-policy weaponry goes, a tariff is a

blunt instrument, used to bonk a targeted problem

over the head—a trade partner who’s squashing

some domestic industry or otherwise acting up. If

the US government wants to dissuade me from

cutting labor costs by moving my widget company

overseas, threatening to zap me with a 35 percent

re-import tariff—as then-president-elect Trump

suggested back in December—that is one way to do

it. And levying a tariff on Chinese widgets would

give a boost to those widget makers who loyally

remain on American soil. But China would be likely

to retaliate by imposing its own tariff on American

widgets, which certainly wouldn’t help the US

makers compete in the lucrative Chinese widget

market. Want a trade war? You got one.

Beyond the often-deserved “punitive” tag,

tariffs just have a lousy rep: Econ 101 professors

tend to bad-mouth them, as they distort the

workings of the smooth-running, rational free

market that economists like to think the world

resembles.

So how does the congressional GOP’s border-

adjustment plan work? It’s complicated (as you’d

hope, really), but very basically the idea is to retool

our current corporate tax system, where income is

considered income, pretty much, into one where 1)

everything sold in the US, domestic or imported,

gets taxed, meaning American companies would

now pay taxes on all goods, parts and materials they

ship in from elsewhere; but 2) their sales revenue

from exports is no longer taxable.

In effect, companies would be taxed primarily on

the basis of where they sell their stuff rather than

where they make it. Suddenly my offshore widget

factory isn't saving me the bundle it once was, since

I’m paying to bring the product back to the US;

meanwhile, stateside manufacturers have a new

edge in foreign markets, where they won’t have to

bundle income tax into their prices. The US trade

deficit being second to none, plenty of tax money

gets generated on imports, and American companies

have less reason to leave foreign revenue overseas.

Significantly too from an international comity

perspective, a border adjustment tax doesn’t have

that punitive-tariff smell—instead of singling out

one class or source of imports, it's applied across the

board. And it shouldn’t cause harmful distortions in

trade, say the economists: The tax relief on exports

will cancel out the effects of the hike on imports.

The BAT is essentially a subspecies of value-

added taxation, where businesses pay sales tax on

goods throughout the supply chain. Lots of nations,

particularly in Europe, use VAT, rather than relying

on income taxes like the US largely has; the BAT

plan, the theory goes, would help our system sync

up better with theirs.

That’s great, you say, but hang on: doesn’t all

this mean I’m going to be paying more for widgets?

So one might think, at least in the short term.

Intuitively, a border adjustment tax could mean

saying goodbye to all those cheap foreign-made

clothes, appliances and other goodies we've been

buying at Walmart for years. It's no surprise that one

of the leading Republican voices against an import

tax is Senator Tom Cotton, who represents the retail

giant's home state of Arkansas.

Not to worry, say the plan's supporters. The

incentive this new scheme creates for American

manufacturing will strengthen the dollar so much

that imports will stay comparatively cheap and

retailers won't need to raise prices. But let's look at

the fine print here: To achieve the effects they're

predicting, we'd need to see a 20 percent boost in

the dollar's value. You’ll be surprised to learn there’s

some difference in expert opinion about how likely

this is to happen. 

Of course, Republican infighting between BAT

advocates and no-new-taxes hardliners may doom

the whole thing from the start. As of deadline, the

House Ways and Means chairman was insisting BAT

is still on the table, though, and maybe foes will

determine instead that a compromise is the only

way to avert the trade war Trump has often

appeared to be hankering for. Then the only wars

we'll have to worry about are all those bombing and

shooting ones suddenly looming on the horizon.
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Beware of feeling sorry
for sharks that yell for help. Beware of trusting coyotes
that act like sheep and sheep that act like coyotes.
Beware of nibbling food from jars whose contents are
different from what their labels suggest. But wait!
“Beware” is not my only message for you. I have these
additional announcements: Welcome interlopers if
they’re humble and look you in the eyes. Learn all you
can from predators and pretenders without imitating
them. Take advantage of any change that’s set in
motion by agitators who shake up the status quo, even
if you don’t like them.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):When poet Wislawa
Szymborska delivered her speech for winning the Nobel
Prize, she said that “whatever else we might think of
this world—it is astonishing.” She added that for a poet,
there really is no such thing as the “ordinary world,”
“ordinary life” and “the ordinary course of events.” In
fact, “Nothing is usual or normal. Not a single stone and
not a single cloud above it. Not a single day and not a
single night after it. And above all, not a single
existence, not anyone’s existence in this world.” I offer
you her thoughts, Taurus, because I believe that in the
next two weeks you will have an extraordinary
potential to feel and act on these truths. You are hereby
granted a license to be astonished on a regular basis.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Would you consider
enrolling in my Self-Pity Seminar? If so, you would learn
that obsessing on self-pity is a means to an end, not a
morass to get lost in. You would feel sorry for yourself
for brief, intense periods so that you could feel proud
and brave the rest of the time. For a given period—let’s
say three days—you would indulge and indulge and
indulge in self-pity until you entirely exhausted that
emotion. Then you’d be free to engage in an orgy of
self-healing, self-nurturing and self-celebration. Ready
to get started? Ruminate about the ways that people
don’t fully appreciate you.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): In a typical
conversation, most of us utter too many “uhs,” “likes,” “I
means” and “you knows.” I mean, I’m sure that ... uh ...
you’ll agree that, like, what’s the purpose of, you know,
all that pointless noise? But I have some good news to
deliver about your personal use of language in the
coming weeks, Cancerian. According to my reading of
the astrological omens, you’ll have the potential to
dramatically lower your reliance on needless filler. But
wait, there’s more: Clear thinking and precise speech
just might be your superpowers. As a result, your
powers of persuasion should intensify. Your ability to
advocate for your favorite causes may zoom.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): In 1668, England named
John Dryden its first poet laureate. His literary
influence was so monumental that the era in which he
published was known as the Age of Dryden. Twentieth-
century poetry great T. S. Eliot said he was “the
ancestor of nearly all that is best in the poetry of the
eighteenth century.” Curiously, Dryden had a low
opinion of Shakespeare. “Scarcely intelligible,” he called
the Bard, adding, “His whole style is so pestered with
figurative expressions that it is as affected as it is
coarse.” I foresee a comparable clash of titans in your
sphere, Leo. Two major influences may fight it out for
supremacy. One embodiment of beauty may be in
competition with another. One powerful and persuasive
force could oppose another. What will your role be?
Mediator? Judge? Neutral observer? Whatever it is, be
cagey.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Just this once, and for a
limited time only, you have cosmic clearance to load up
on sugary treats, leave an empty beer can in the woods,
watch stupid TV shows and act uncool in front of the
Beautiful People. Why? Because being totally well-
behaved and perfectly composed and strictly pure
would compromise your mental health more than being
naughty. Besides, if you want to figure out what you
are on the road to becoming, you will need to know
more about what you’re not.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): In addition to fashion
tips, advice for the broken-hearted, midlife-crisis

support and career counseling, I sometimes provide you
with more mystical help. Like now. So if you need nuts-
and-bolts guidance, I hope you’ll have the sense to read
a more down-to-earth horoscope. What I want to tell
you is that the metaphor of resurrection is your
featured theme. You should assume that it’s somehow
the answer to every question. Rejoice in the knowledge
that although a part of you has died, it will be reborn in
a fresh guise.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Are you ready for the
genie’s favors? Don’t rub the magic lamp unless you
are.” That’s the message I saw on an Instagram meme. I
immediately thought of you. The truth is that up until
recently, you have not been fully prepared for the
useful but demanding gifts the genie could offer you.
You haven’t had the self-mastery necessary to use the
gifts as they’re meant to be used, and therefore they
were a bit dangerous to you. But that situation has
changed. Although you may still not be fully primed,
you’re as ready as you can be. That’s why I say: Rub the
magic lamp!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You may have
heard the exhortation “Follow your bliss!”, which was
popularized by mythologist Joseph Campbell. After
studying the archetypal stories of many cultures
throughout history, he concluded that it was the most
important principle driving the success of most heroes.
Here’s another way to say it: Identify the job or activity
that deeply excites you, and find a way to make it the
center of your life. In his later years, Campbell worried
that too many people had misinterpreted “Follow your
bliss” to mean “Do what comes easily.” That’s all wrong,
he said. Anything worth doing takes work and struggle.
“Maybe I should have said, ‘Follow your blisters,’” he
laughed. I bring this up, Sagittarius, because you are
now in an intense “Follow your blisters” phase of
following your bliss. 

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): The versatile artist
Melvin Van Peebles has enjoyed working as a
filmmaker, screenwriter, actor, composer and novelist.
One of his more recent efforts was a collaboration with
the experimental band The Heliocentrics. Together they
created a science-fiction-themed spoken-word poetry
album titled The Last Transmission. Peebles told NPR,
“I haven’t had so much fun with clothes on in years.” If
I’m reading the planetary omens correctly Capricorn,
you’re either experiencing that level of fun, or will soon
be doing so.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): In what ways do you
most resemble your mother? Now is a good time to take
inventory. Once you identify any mom-like qualities
that tend to limit your freedom or lead you away from
your dreams, devise a plan to transform them. You may
never be able to defuse them entirely, but there’s a lot
you can do to minimize the mischief they cause. Be
calm but calculating in setting your intention, Aquarius!
PS: In the course of your inventory, you may also find
there are ways you are like your mother that are of
great value to you. Is there anything you could do to
more fully develop their potential?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): “We are what we
imagine,” writes Piscean author N. Scott Momaday.
“Our very existence consists in our imagination of
ourselves. Our best destiny is to imagine who and what
we are. The greatest tragedy that can befall us is to go
unimagined.” Let’s make this passage your inspirational
keynote for the coming weeks. It’s a perfect time to
realize how much power you have to create yourself
through the intelligent and purposeful use of your vivid
imagination. (PS: Here’s a further tip, this time from
Cher: “All of us invent ourselves. Some of us just have
more imagination than others.”) a

HOMEWORK: WHICH OF YOUR DEAD ANCESTORS

WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO TALK TO? IMAGINE A

CONVERSATION WITH ONE OF THEM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

FIND REAL GAY MEN NEAR YOU

(505) 268-1111
www.megamates.com   18+

Albuquerque:

Free Code: 
Weekly Alibi

FREE TO LISTEN
AND REPLY TO ADS
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Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 STOP GARNISHMENTS
Uncontested Divorce $199 w/o
children PAYMENT PLANS 505-
688-0070

WILLS,LIVING TRUST
Wills,Living Trust-505-804-4774

Handyman Services

w
7 STAR ELECT-PLUMB &
HVAC

www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.ne
t 505-332-8965 / Mike Bell /
Owner Electric, Plumbing,
Heating & Cooling -
mikebell711@yahoo.com

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

DavidMartinezPhotography.com

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Garage Sales

ONGOING GARAGE SALE
Garage Boutique! Gently Used.
High Quality, but flexible prices.
By Appointment. Text
505.507.3357.

Education/Instruction

GUITAR AND BASS LESSONS
With 20 years experience, Jay
Forsythe offers personalized
instruction to each student.
Weekly full or half hour lessons

available. 505-227-
6827/www.rebels-music.com

Seminars/Workshops

w
TEACH ENGLISH
ANYWHERE Get Certified

to teach English & teach your
way around the world. Take the
4-week SIT TESOL Certificate
Course this June in Santa Fe.
6/12-7/07.
info@tesoltrainers.com. Call
John 204-4361.
www.tesoltrainers.com/sit-
tesol-certificate.html

Events

NEW MEXICO CLAY’S 21ST
CLAY TRADE SHOW May 3,
Wednesday thru Saturday, May
6. Ceramics & pottery
supplies. Free classes, product
demos. See
nmclay.com/events or
sales@nmclay.com 3300
Girard NE, Albuq, 881-2350.

Studies

ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals 22-
55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for
a study of how alcohol use
affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over
18 months and each visit
requires up to 8 hours, which
can be split over multiple
days. You will be compensated
at the rate of $20/hour for
your participation. The Mind
Research Network is located
on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If
you would like to be
considered for the study,
please call 505-633-4028 or
email abqdrinq@mrn.org.
Please mention âABQ DRINQ
Studyâ. 

w
MRI STUDY 18-60 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 505-948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637).

ARE YOU TRYING TO QUIT
SMOKING? We are studying
whether an experimental
treatment can help people quit
smoking. The study involves
answering questions about
your mood, personality, and
alcohol and tobacco use over
the phone and in the
laboratory. It consists of eight
different visits over a period of
three months. Eligible
participants will be paid up to
$300 for their time and be
given free nicotine patches. We
are currently seeking regular
smokers who are between the
ages of 18-60 and who want
to quit smoking. If you would
like to participate please call
505-933-9891 or email 12-
547@mrn.org. Please mention
“Quit Smoking Study”. UNM
HRRC #12-547. 

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Researchers at UNM, CASAA
and the Mind Research
Network are seeking people
21-50 years of age who have
experienced domestic
violence, rape, sexual assault,
or severe physical assault for a
study of the effects of
traumatic stress on emotions
and urges to drink alcohol. The
study involves two
appointments at the Mind
Research Network for a total of
about 7 hours. We are looking
for people who donât have any
problems as well as those who
do. You will be compensated
financially for your
participation. If you are
interested in participating or
would like more information,
please call 505-925-2335 or
email us at

casaastudy@gmail.com.
HRRC# 13-327 

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 

Cars

w
CALL ME FOR LOW
PAYMENTS Call me I’ll get

you LOW car payments!Steven
505-804-4774

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for
individuals who practice massage
therapy. These registration
numbers are included in all ads
within category 300. Advertisers
in this category are registered
and licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in category 300 do
not perform sexual massages.
Any concerns regarding any of
the advertisers in this category
should be directed to: Weekly
Alibi.

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select
retailers and various downtown
locations. Coverage includes
politics, humor, film, opinion,
music, art and the most
comprehensive entertainment
guide in Nuevo Mexico. ¡Arriba!.

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

LARGE STUDIO-OVER 500
SQ.FT. HW
floors,$475.00/mo,$425.00
/DD, 422 14th St.SW,Silver
8, LLC# 9803485 (505)980-
3485.

Apartments for Rent

Downtown

ADVERTISE YOUR
BUSINESS!! Advertise Your
Business or property with
WWW.DukeCityTimes.Com call
505-804-4774

Wellness

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New non-

medication based treatment
program for heavy drinking
using brain stimulation and
mindfulness treatment. You
will be paid up to $400 for up
to 28 hours of your time.
Please call 505-750-0451 or
email abqresearch@unm.edu. 

Licensed Massage

PAIN/STRESS RELIEF!
Extraordinary pain/stress
relief. Hospital/rehab
experience. Canadian trained
Therapist. $60 w/ad. Katrina
LMT#6855 (505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m

BEAUTIFUL MASSAGE 8210
La Mirada NE Ste. 400. Call

Employment

CAREGIVERS WANTED!
Competitive pay, $300 sign
on bonus after 90 days,
benefits, pd. training.
Positions assisting adults
with disabilities. REQ: valid
NMDL, clean driving record,
reliable vehicle & ins., proof
of education, drug test,

bkgrd ck. & be 21+. Apply in
person Tues.-Fri. 9a-4p:
Providence Support Services,
2225 4th St. NW Phone: 898-
9435.

SCIENCE TEACHER
(Albuquerque, NM): Teach
Science to secondary school
students. Bachelors in Science

Body & Soul

Edu. or any subfield of science
+ 1 yr exp as Science teacher
at mid or high sch. Mail res.:
Albuquerque School of
Excellence, 13201 Lomas Blvd
NE Albuquerque, NM 87112,
Attn: HR, Refer to Ad#GD

BEEPS-RETAIL HELP WANTED
Experience preferred,
permanent

position.Friendly,helpful people
apply only in person.3500
Central SE

HOUSE CLEANERS Mon-Fri,
Days. Weekly Pay. Up to
$10.70/hr. Car required. Paid
Mileage & Travel. Paid Training.
CALL 344-9880

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East
Mountain, Bernalillo, Placitas,
Santa Fe and Los Lunas. The
Alibi is available at restaurants,

grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

505-332-3339 LMT Lic.
#5694.

Martial Arts

ZEN AND AIKIDO CLASSES
Combining the stillness of Zen
with the beauty, power and
grace of Aikido. Noon and
evening classes forming,
starting in May. Both Hands
Clapping Aikido.

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Struggling
with COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

TRADER BARB’S SILVER
& TURQUOISE GALLERY 

 certificate 75% OFF! 

yours for

$35

 $8.75

 CERTIFICATE 

yours for

$10

 $5.00

TICKETS
yours for
$8

 $4.00

www.traderbarbs.com

pizzanine.com
    ALL PIZZA 9 LOCATIONS.

    VISIT PIZZANINE.COM
FOR FULL LIST.

 CERTIFICATE 

yours for

$10

 $5.00

TIA BETT Y
BLUE’S CAFE 

Tiabettyblues.com

launchpadrocks.com
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Across

1 Contrary to

8 Bear or hare, e.g.

14 Having divisions

15 Meadow Soprano’s mom

16 Big-name celeb

17 Quechua dish served in corn

husks

18 Adult Swim programming

block

19 They create spots, slangily

20 Bone, in Italian dishes

21 Andy’s sitcom boy

22 Mail submission

accompaniment, briefly

23 Flavor in the juice aisle

27 Dutch scientist for whom an

astronomical “cloud” is named

28 1998 British Open winner

Mark

29 “All-American” Rockne

30 In a shadowy way

33 Person pulling out

35 Hero of “Cold Mountain”

36 Beer belly

38 Light horse-drawn carriage

39 Place to belt and belt

43 G, in the key of C

44 Benedict of “The A-Team”

45 Top pick

46 Unable to follow up with

action, it’s said

48 Displayed derision

51 Napoleon’s hat, e.g.

52 Moderately sweet, as

champagne

53 More like a sieve

54 Sashimi staple

55 Going to the post office, e.g.

56 Compilation album series

with cleaned-up lyrics

Down

1 Director of “The 40-Year-Old

Virgin”

2 Half of a rainy-day pair

3 Melodic passages

4 “Objection!”

5 1920s leading lady ___ Naldi

6 Place for a wine charm

7 Actress Hatcher

8 2017 Irish-Canadian film with

Sally Hawkins and Ethan Hawke

9 French military force

10 2009, in the credits

11 Apportions

12 Individually, on a menu

13 Pixar Chief Creative Officer

John

15 Westchester County town

where the Clintons have lived

since 1999

21 Paddle kin

24 Key of Dvorak’s “New World”

Symphony (abbr.)

25 Pomade relative

26 Singer of the movie theme

song that hit #1 on August 11,

1984

27 Busted

29 It comes with a high proof

30 Ripe for the insulting

31 More wicked

32 Division for Road & Track,

maybe

34 Skip-Bo relative

37 Double-occupancy ship?

39 Baked in an oven, like bricks

40 Name for Bruce Wayne’s

underwater vehicle

41 Nivea competitor

42 Railroad station porter

44 “Beyond the Sea” subject

Bobby

47 Plum variety also called

bubblegum plum

48 Badlands Natl. Park site

49 Nostalgic soft drink brand

50 Actor/comedian Djalili of

“The Mummy”

©2017 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “Freedonia”—just another themeless jam.
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SUMMER 2017 — Evenings at the ABQ BioPark

Fridays

Zoo Music Concerts 
at the Zoo

  
   
 

THE PARTY ANIMAL

JUNE 9         

JUNE 16

JUNE 23

JUNE 30

JULY 7

JULY 14

JULY 21

JULY 28

AUGUST 4

Tuesdays

After-Hours Tours

 
 

THE EXPLORER

BOSQUE MOONLIGHT HIKES

NIGHT WALKS 

AT THE BOTANIC GARDEN

TWILIGHT TOURS AT THE ZOO

Thursdays

Summer Nights Concerts 
at the Botanic Garden

 
   
 

THE WALLFLOWER

JUNE 8          

JUNE 15

JUNE 22

JUNE 29

JULY 6 

JULY 13

JULY 20

JULY 27

AUGUST 3

AUGUST 10

Something for everyone!

Tickets available at ABQBIOPARK.COM  
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 MOONLIGHTBOSQUE

.m.6/20 | 7-9 p

.m.7/18 | 7-9 p
.m.8/22 | 6:30-8:30 p

ALKS W WANIGHT

 GARDENANICTTA BOOTTHETAAT

.m.6/27 | 7-9 p

.m.7/25 | 7-9 p
7/29 | 6:30-8:30 p
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